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Report synopsis
Electronic document management (EDM)is a new combination of technologies thatoffers organisations the chanceto take a further step in the transition from paper-basedto electronic working. EDM is now a practical proposition, and cannot be ignored.Itdoes, however, demandskilled staff to exploit it to the full, places extra responsibilitieson systems departments, and requires a heavy investment. The report providesguidance on howto choose applications where EDM will be most beneficial. If theseguidelines are followed, the benefits will usuallyjustify the costs.
 



Chapter 1
Electronic document management is now a

The quantities of paper circulating throughout
organisations are growing rapidly, making the
task of identifying relevant information more
and moredifficult. Developments such as office
automation and facsimile have increased, rather
than decreased, the amount of paper-based
information, at a time when competitive
pressures make it vital to process information
as quickly as possible. In fact, the use of
information technology has not, by and large,
changed the methods used to handle in-
formation.
Although many organisations make extensive
use of computing and office automation
systems, these systems address only a small
proportion of the total information held Gust
6 per cent, according to a recent survey in the
United States). For example, much of the data
held in data processing systemsis operational
information (such as customers☂ names and
addresses, or part numbers), rather than
managementinformation, and word processing
systems usually contain items such as internal
directories and routine correspondence, which
havelittle value in the decision-making process.
As a consequence, decision-makingstill relies
heavily on paper-based documents.

Muchof the information contained in docu-
ments cannot easily be transferred to con-
ventional data processing or office automation
systems, because the documentstake a variety
of forms ♥ maps, legal documents, handwritten
papers, photographs, press cuttings, and so
forth. Although electronic systems exist to
handle each of these document types, they
handle themin isolation from each other ♥ data
processing for procedural activities, word pro-
cessing for internal text handling, and
CAD/CAM for design work. Thus, until now,
electronic information-handling systems have
been fragmented, and have often had to be used
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practical proposition

in conjunction with paperrecords to make them
really useful.
In this report, we explain how electronic
document management (EDM) removes the
limitations imposed on information handling by
conventional technologies. It shows that EDM
technology and applications can now bring
togetherall types of information, and makeit
accessible to users in a common,electronic
form.
Despite the obvious advantages of electronic
systems that can handle the bulk of paper-based
information, EDM technology is not, as yet,
being widely used. Our research indicates that
potential users have concerns in a range of areas
♥ from the performance of the technology
itself, to the legal implicationsof its application.
(The research team and scope of the research
carried out for this report are described in
Figure 1.1, overleaf.) The concerns are
understandable because the concept of EDM is
still quite novel. Even so, we believe that the
technology has now reached the stage where
investment in EDM is a practical proposition,
EDMsystemsproviding significant benefits are
now in operation, but a large investment is
required to gain the benefits. For the right type
of application, however, a substantial payback
can be achieved within a year or two.
As EDM suppliers better understand the
application areas in which their products will
deliver the greatest benefits, and direct their
marketing efforts accordingly, the use of EDM
systems will increase. Confidence in the
technology will also grow as potential user
organisationsrealise that they too can achieve
the benefits gained by pioneering users. Like
any new technology, however,the introduction
of EDM will place added burdens on systems
managers. To ensure that the benefits of EDM
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 Figure 1.1 Research team and scopeof the study

The researchfor this report was led by Judith Wainwright,director of the managementandoffice systemsconsultancy practice within Butler Cox. She was assistedby Rebecca Morgan and Fergal Carton, both consultantsin Butler Cox's Londonoffice, with a special interest inoffice automation. Further research was carried out byOnno Schroder (Amsterdam), Lothar Schmidt (Munich),Michel Lederman (Paris), and John Cooper (Sydney).Charles Chang did the research in South-East Asia.
Independent research was undertaken on our behalf inthe United States by LanceBrilliantine of ConsultingSupport SystemsInc. Special guidance on the legalimplications of EDM was soughtfrom Said Mosteshar, themanaging partner of Mackenzie and Company, a firmspecialising in international information technology andcommunications law.
The research programme wascarried out betweenSeptember 1988 and January 1989. During this period,existing suppliers of EDM were launching major marketing 

initiatives, and traditional information systems supplierswere announcing new EDM products. To obtaininformation about the current usage of EDM,we sent aquestionnaire to all Foundation members worldwide andreceived 150 responses. We conducted interviews with44 Foundation members and held a research workshopwith members who were considering whether to use EDMtechnology. Our objective here wasto identify commonareas of concern andto explore the perceived costs andbenefits.
Wealso conductedinterviews with advanced usersoutside the Foundation, consulted experiencedimplementors both within and outside Butler Cox, andspoke to 16 suppliers, both major systems suppliers andniche-market suppliers, in the document image processingarea. We also drew on our consultancy experience andthe extensiveliterature available on the subject. (Thebibliography at the end ofthis report lists the publicationsand articles we recommendfor those members who wishto explore the subject of EDM in more detail.) 

are achieved for the whole organisation, sys-tems managers will have to plan and coordinatethe introduction of EDM into those businessareas and those applications where it can makethe greatest contribution. They must take upthis challenge, because EDM technology hasnow reached the stage where business managerswill begin to demandthatit beinstalled. Unlessthe systems department takes the lead, thereis a danger that EDM applications will beinstalled in a piecemeal and uncoordinated way.

EDM usesexisting informationtechnologies
Our survey of Foundation members revealedwidely varying interpretations of EDM. Somemembers define it as narrowly as a proprietarydocument-management system; others take awider view anddefineit as storage and accessto the complete contents of a document, notjustthe data recorded on that document. For thepurposes of this report, we have chosen adefinition that encompasses the concept ofdocument management, but that does notprescribe the technologies that might beinvolved in an EDM system. Our definition isthat:

☜EDM is the application of informationtechnology to the problems of managing

  

the flow of paper-based information. EDMsystems therefore provide facilities forstoring, accessing, and retrieving docu-mentsin electronic form. An EDM systemusesa variety of technologies to enable allthe types of information normally found ina documentto be recorded, manipulated,and managed electronically, using commonaccess methods.☝☂
An EDM system has four mainfeatures
From ourdefinition, it follows that an EDMsystem has four main features. Thefirstis thatthere must be linkages between the differenttechnologies used to handle the different typesof information; free-standing office automationsystems or document imageprocessing systemsare not, by themselves, EDM.The secondis thatinformation must be recorded, manipulated,and managed electronically; thus, micrographicsystems are not EDM.Thethird elementis theuse of a common access method. This does notmean thatall informationis held in a commonform, but that a standard method is used toaccess the different types of information.Fourth, the information flow must be managed.In addition to providing access to the in-formation, EDM systems providefacilities forcontrolling and sequencingthe information andfor generating managementstatistics.
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Chapter 1 Electronic document management is now a practical proposition

EDM links five types of information
technology application
The five main types of information technology
application that form a powerful combination
whenlinked to create an EDM system are:
♥ Data processing.
♥ Office automation, including desktop

publishing and personal computing.
♥ Full-text retrieval, either by a keyword

index or free-text searching.
♥ Document image processing.
♥ Workflow software.
Systems managers are very familiar with data
processing and office automation applications,
both of which are well established. Full-text-
retrieval applications are also in commonuse,
although not as widely as data processing and
office automation applications. Nevertheless,
the powerandlimitations of this type of appli-
cation are well understood. Document image

processing is the newest type of information
technology involved in EDM.Itis still not well
established, andits usageis less widespread than.
conventional data processing and office auto-
mation systems. Systems departmentsarestill
learning how to implement and exploit the
features offered by documentimageprocessing.
(In September 1987, the Foundation published
a Position Paper on document imageprocessing,
which described the technology andits possible
areas of application.) Originally, document
image processing was perceived as a free-
standing technology, and used in this way,it
was noteasyto realise benefits from it. The full
potential of document image processing can best
be exploited by using it in conjunction with
other types of IT application to create an EDM
system.
Document image processing is, in fact. the
critical component of an EDM system because
it provides the meansof storing and processing
the bulk of paper-based information previously
excluded from other types of IT applications.
Figure 1.2 illustrates how EDM links document
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Figure 1.2 Electronic document managementlinks document image processing and other information technologies
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Chapter 1 Electronic document managementis now a practical proposition

image processing with data processing, office
automation, and full-text-retrieval applications.
Simple linkages betweenthese last three types
are commonplace ♥ an office automationsystem can store information ready for full-text
retrieval, for example, or a data processingsystem can download datato an office system
ready for processing by a spreadsheet. Theselinkages, however,provide better access to andmanipulation of only a small proportion of thetotal information held by an organisation.It isonly by individually linking the three well-established types of application to documentimage processing that all types of informationcan be madeavailable online.
The fifth component of an EDM system is theworkflow software, which controls the flow ofdocuments into and out of the system andhighlights areas for exceptional action.

All types of information areavailable with EDM
The major advantage of an EDM system is thatit permits different types of information to beretrieved in an integrated way. Consider, forexample, the work of a clerk in a customer-services department. The clerk receives a letterfrom a customer complaining that a payment hehas madeis not recorded on his statement, andthat he has already written asking for thisproblem to be resolved. The processesthat takeplace using conventional and EDM systemsare

shownin Figure 1.3. na conventional, auto-mated system, the clerk would probably:
♥ Check the customer☂s reference numberandask for the customer☂s paper-basedfile tobe retrieved.

Enter the customer☂s reference number intoa computer system to gain access to thecustomer☂s recordsto checkif the paymenthas been received.
Access the office automation system tocheck whethera reply has been sent to thepreviousletter.
Decide on the appropriate course of action,which will probablyresult in the use of theoffice automation system to generate aletter.

This whole process would probably take aminimum of twodays. Using EDM, however, thefirst three steps are reduced to a single accessof the EDM system, dramatically reducing thetotal time needed to process the query andrespond. Entering the customer☂s referencenumber into the EDM system enables all therelevant information to be accessed. The pay-mentrecord, an image of the handwritten cor-respondencefrom the customer, and the wordprocessed reply will all be available in the orderrequested by the clerk. The time taken to pro-cess the query is reduced from days to minutes.
If the clerk realises that the problem can beresolved only by a higher authority, the query
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Figure 1.3 Use of EDM dramatically reduces the time needed to Process a query and respond
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Chapter 1 Electronic document management is now a practical proposition

can be automatically transferred by the EDM
system to a supervisor☂s terminal. In addition,
supervisors can use the system to generate
statistics on outstanding queries or individual
workloads and to distribute the workload
between the clerks to optimise throughput.
EDM therefore improves both the productivity
of the clerks and the quality of customer
service.

Foundation members recognise
the potential of EDM
In our survey of Foundation members, we asked
if they used (or planned to use) EDM systems.
Figure 1.4 shows that more than 85 per cent
were using or considering using such systems,
although fewer than 20 per cent had already
installed EDM systems. Despite the high level
of interest, the newness of the technology
meansthat use of EDMisstill at the pioneering
stage. Nevertheless, the survey results show
that those who have already installed EDM
systems have benefited from their investment,
and that most of them are considering either
expanding their existing applications, or
installing systems in new areas. In addition, the
benefits actually achieved were, in manycases,
greater than those expected when the system
was originally installed.
However, a few members who haveinstalled
EDMsystems havenoplans to extend them. The
main reason for this is that the systems were
implemented in business areas that sub-
sequently became fragmented, as management
structures and organisations changed. In all
cases, these organisations had recognised the
intrinsic value of EDM, and fully expect to
exploit EDM in other areas. The potential
benefits of EDM are therefore well understood
by Foundation members.

Purpose and structure of the report
Responses to the questionnaire show that
although EDMisnot, as yet, widely used,it is
an area of great interest to Foundation
members. The purpose of this report is to
explain what EDMis andto illustrate to systems
directors, business managers, and systems
project managers what opportunities it offers,
and how those opportunities may be converted
into tangible benefits.
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Figure 1.4 There is widespread interest in EDM, but
few Foundation members yet have
systemsinstalled
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Percentage of respondents (Source: Survey of Foundation members)   

The nature of the benefits provided by EDM is
discussedin detail in Chapter 2. Those who have
already invested in EDM systemsare achieving
cost savings, providing a better customer
service, and seeing marked improvements in
staff morale. For those who have not yet
adopted EDM,weindicate the areas of business
and the types of application where EDMislikely
to be of most benefit. In Chapter 3, we describe
how the components of the technology are
linked, concentrating on those areas with which
systems managersare likely to be least familiar
♥ thatis, the capabilities of the document image
processing hardware, the trends in its
development, and therole of workflow software
in delivering effective systems.
Even thoughthere are well-documented case
histories (some of which are described in
this report) of the benefits that EDM can
provide, there is still considerable resistance
to its adoption. To some extent, this is to be
expected with a relatively new technology
like EDM, but webelieve that the perceived
problemsare notas serious as they appear, and
should not cause systems managers to post-
ponethe introduction of EDM.In Chapter 4, we
demonstrate how the current limitations of
the technology can be overcome by carefully
selecting, planning, and designing the appli-
cations for which EDM is to be used.
Chapter 5 provides advice on how EDM should
be managedto ensure that the potential benefits
are realised for the whole organisation. In
particular, it emphasises that the introduction
of EDM will create additional responsibilities for
the systems department.
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Chapter 2
Electronic document management has greatpotential

Users☂ experience shows that EDM applicationscan deliver substantial business benefits. In fact,provided that applications are selected accord-ing to appropriate criteria, the benefits can bemuch moresignificant than many Foundationmembersbelieve, judging by the results of oursurvey. Admittedly, to exploit EDM to the full,organisations will have to invest ona large scale,but this has not deterred the pioneeringusers,many of whom are now receiving substantialreturns on their major investments.

In this chapter, we describe the benefits thatderive from the introduction of EDM, andidentify the types of application and businesses

wherethese benefits can most readily be gained.The typical costs associated with introducingEDMaredescribed at the end of the chapter.

EDM providessignificant businessbenefits
In the questionnaire sent out at the beginningof the research, we asked Foundation membersabout the benefits they expected to gain fromusing EDM. The responses are shown inFigure 2.1. The benefits expected by memberswho have not yet implemented EDM systemscorrespond closely with those achieved inpractice, although the emphasis is different.
 

information

Expected benefit
Improved access

Better control

Improvedinternal service

Improvedservice to clients

Space savings

Staff savings

New business opportunities

Protection of valuable originals (Source: Survey of Foundation members)

Figure 2.1 Most Foundation members believe that the greatest benefit of an EDM system is improved access to
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Chapter 2 Electronic document management has great potential

Potential users of EDM placed more emphasis
on theless tangible benefits, such as improved
access and control, and various internal service
improvements, than on new business oppor-
tunities, improved service to clients, and cost
savings. Those who have not yet implemented
EDMtendto underestimate the savings that can
often be achieved in practice.

Early users of EDM systems have reported both
tangible and intangible benefits, relating to
operational efficiency and quality of service,
respectively. We have categorised the benefits
under four main headings ♥ reduced costs,
improved service (which leads to competitive
advantage), improved staff morale, and
enhanced security. All the EDM users we
interviewed had achieved the forecast benefits
and, in manycases, had significantly exceeded
them.

Reduced costs
We asked EDM users to compare the total
annual running costs of their EDM system with
their costs prior to the introduction of the
system ♥ that is, when computerised records
were being used in conjunction with separate
word processing, and paper and micrographic
records. They reported annual savings of up to
40 per cent, resulting from increased staff

productivity and reduced requirements for
storage space.

Productivity gains
The productivity gains resulting from EDM arise
from faster processing of queries (which reduces
staff effort), less manualfiling, and a reduced
need to supervise the staff using the system.
Such gains enable organisations to reduce costs,
to improvetheir performance, or to expand the
business without taking on extra staff.

A file can be accessed far more quickly via an
EDMsystem thanif it had to be retrieved from
an on-site manualfiling system, or transferred
from a remotesite. Queries and transactions can
therefore be processed faster. Citibank Savings,
a major international banking and finance
house, whose system is described in Figure 2.2,
introduced an EDM system for mortgage pro-
cessing. As result, it has been able to increase
staff productivity and, at the same time,
dramatically improve the service it provides.

The ability of EDM systems to make information
from a wide range of sources available via a
single workstation can also havea significant
impact on staff efficiency. Glaxo Inc in the
United States has introduced EDMtoincrease
the productivity of its research scientists, and
to improvethe efficiency of its submissions to

 

Citibank Savings
Citibank Savingsis part of the major American financial-
services organisation, Citicorp.It is pioneering the use of
EDMin the United States and recently introduced an EDM
system in its UK mortgage business. Once a loan has
been approved by the underwriter, EDM is used to
support all subsequent aspects of mortgage processing ♥
fundstransfer, insurance, customerservice, and
redemption.
A review of the service provided and of the requirements
for storing, retrieving, and moving files prompted the
interest in EDM. The review revealed that 35 per centof
requests for customers☂files could not be met without
some delay and thatfiles at the off-site storage facility took
at least 24 hours to retrieve. On-site storage and
microfiche were considered before deciding that EDM was
the mostefficient way of achieving customer-service and
productivity benefits.
All customer documents are now scanned and indexedin
the EDM system and areavailable for simultaneous 
Figure 2.2 Introduction of EDM canresult in better service for customers and improved productivity

inspection within 20 secondsof a request being made.
The combination of EDM with standard-letter generation,
interfaces with the IBM 3090 mainframe, and improved
paperflows (driven by the EDM system software) has
resulted in considerable improvements in customer
service, in productivity (as high as 40 per cent in some
areas), and in reductionsin off-site storage costs.
Citibank believes that the success of its EDM system is
dueto:
♥ Optimising the complete mortgage-processing system

prior to looking at EDM, by conducting a detailed
organisation and methods (O&M)study.

♥ Producing a user-driven software specification.
♥ Beingflexible in its approach andlooking closely at

whatthe software could deliver.
♥ Exploiting workflow software to maximise system

benefits.  
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Chapter 2

the US Food and Drugs Administration. Not only
has the submission process been speeded up, but
major cost savings have been achieved. As a
consequence, Glaxo has gained a competitive
advantage by getting drugs registered earlier.
How the organisation has achieved this is
described in Figure 2.3.
The amountof time andeffort requiredforfiling
can be substantially reduced with the intro-duction of EDM. Manualfiling,or filing into amicrographic system, is time-consuming andcostly. Costs of between $5 and $10 per 100sheets filed are not unusual, whenthefull costsof storing andretrieving by conventional meansare considered. (Approximately 70 per cent ofthe costsoffiling relate to activities undertakenafter initial filing.) Using EDM,almostall themanual processes can be eliminated, and thechancesoflosing information through misfilingare minimised. A recent study at a largeteaching hospital, whichhas to file 325,000 casenotes and 1.3 million pathology forms each year,showed that the introduction of EDM couldresult in annual savings of $0.5 million. Thiswould mean that the proposed system wouldproduce a payback within 2.5 years.

Electronic document management has great potential

In manual systems, users typically file docu-ments under a single heading, because main-tenanceofcross-referencesis too cumbersomeand labour-intensive. EDM systems allowdatabase techniques to be used for indexingitems and provide a variety of waysfor access-ing a particular item ♥ for example, byreference number, name,ordate. Filing errorsarestill possible, but the risk of losing a recordcompletely in an EDM system is virtuallyeliminated because alternative ways ofaccess-ing ☁the document are always provided.
The improved managementandcontrol facilitiesprovided by EDM systems bring further pro-ductivity gains. For example, work outstandingfrom before a specified date can be auto-matically presented by the system for action.As a consequence, outstanding queries areclearedupfaster, thereby reducing the need forprogress-chasing enquiries. One user of a newbanking EDM application told us that theintroduction of the system had resulted inanoticeable reduction in the numberof customercomplaints. He attributed this to the fact thatthe system enables the supervisor to spotbottlenecks earlier than had been possible
 Figure 2.3 A large pharmaceutical companyrealised annual

Glaxo Inc
Glaxo Inc is the US research division of Glaxo, a majorinternational pharmaceutical developer and manufacturer.It needed to provide better accessforits researchscientists to a rangeof literature, internal research reports,regulatory submissions (of up to 90,000 pages each,supplied to the licensing authority when permission tomarket a new drug is sought), productliterature, and themedical press. Abstracts of all documents were alreadystored in a free-text-retrieval system, but the scientist oftenrequired the full text, and delays were experienced ingetting the full documents to the correct person.Frequently, several scientists wanted simultaneous accessto the same documents. A micrographic system wasinvestigated, but it was decidedthat micrographics neithermet current needs,nordid it have the potential to expandand offer additionalfacilities. The decision was thereforemadeto install an EDM system.
Major benefits have resulted in two areas. The time takenby managers and scientists to retrieve documents hasbeen reduced ♥ analysis of activities showed that thereductionstranslated to annual savings of $900,000.Space is no longer required in Glaxo's new research anddevelopmentfacility for storing archival information. Thisspace saving is worth $1.7 million a year. The EDMsystem cost about $2.11 million to install and implement. 

savings of $2.6 million with the introduction of EDM

Glaxo estimates that the annualrate of return on theproject is 57 per cent, and that the paybackperiodis justover two years.
In order to maximise the benefits and minimise theproblemsassociated with transferring the huge numberofexisting documents to the EDM system, Glaxo analysedthe use made of existing information. As a result, only themost frequently accessed documents and the most currentdocuments are beingtransferred to the system. By theend of 1989,it is estimated that the system will hold theimages of 2.5 million Pages.
The project-team members were drawn from researchscientists, the IT department, and external consultants.This proved to be a highly effective combination, andGlaxobelieves that the system could not have beenimplemented in any other way. The system is wellreceived by the scientists who workfaster and ☁smarter☂as a result.
Given the successofthisinitial project, Glaxo is seeking toextend the system and to integrate it with other IT systemsSo that regulatory submissions can be Prepared faster.The ability to deliver facsimile from the EDM system toremote locations is under consideration and the copyrightissues are being addressed.   
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Chapter 2 Electronic document management has great potential

before, and to reallocate work amongthestaff.
Supervisors can also identify where individuals
are having difficulty with particular types of
work, and can,if it seems appropriate, organise
training for them.
The productivity gains available from EDM
mean that some organisations are adopting the
technology as part of their plans to launch a new
service. This means that the administrative
procedures to support the new service can be
designed on the assumption that EDM will form
part of the standard working methods. During
the research, we metan organisation that was
involved in the launch of a new insurance
product. All justifications for the launch, and
the product market plans, were based on the
assumption that EDM would be used. The
estimates of the long-term support costs for the
product were much lower than they had been
for earlier, similar products, because an EDM
system would be able to handle the increased
business created by market growth without the
organisation having to employ extra staff.

Space saving
EDMremovesthe needto store large quantities
of paper in expensive office space. This is a
particularly important advantage in locations
where office-accommodation costs are in-
creasing rapidly. A major corporate bank, which
was moving its headquarters, decided to install
an EDM system rather than use expensive office
space for document storage at the new site.
Another company in our research faced the
choice of either moving to a larger building to
accommodate growthin its current systems, or
installing an EDM system. An impending change
of location often provides the opportunity to
review the current filing systems to assess
whetherthere is a role for EDM.
Improved customer service
EDM can help organisations to improve the
service they offer their customers. In many
industry sectors, companies now compete on the
basis of time rather than of cost. Recent
research indicates that manyof the world☂s most
successful companies have found speed of
response to be a new source of competitive
advantage, and that there may be a positive
correlation between ☁time-based☂ competition
and higher business growth rates. Time-based
competition depends on faster throughput,
which in turn results in better response to
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clients. By providing improvements in pro-
ductivity and a faster turnaround, EDM has a
major part to play in time-based competition.
Moreover, the improvements need not be
directed just at external customers. Improve-
mentsin internal services will often also benefit
the ultimate customer ♥ researchers with easy
access to a wide range of source material will
be able to make the results of their research
available earlier; medical staff with access to
recordsheld in variousregistries can deal with
patients moreefficiently; contractors with access
to drawings and legal documents can quickly
settle queries raised by project managers.
Improvedstaff morale
Several of the organisations we interviewed told
us that the introduction of EDM often resulted
in significant improvements in staff morale.
EDM removespaper☁mountains☂, which results
in cleanerandtidier offices, and there are fewer
customer queries. A better working environ-
ment, and the perception that the job is being
handled moreefficiently, create a greater sense
of satisfaction for the staff using and benefiting
from the EDMsystem.
The experience of British Airways, the UK
nationalair carrier, is a good illustration of the
effects of EDM on staff morale. The airline
employs more than 9,500 cabin crew; managers
of the crew are on duty at Heathrow, Gatwick,
and other main bases in the United Kingdom,
to handle enquiries from arriving and departing
cabin crew on such matters as performance
appraisals, adverse or complimentary reports
from passengers, and forthcomingtraining pro-
grammes. More often than not, crew members
are seeking informationjust before or just after
atrip. The conventional paper-basedfiling sys-
tem meant that it was difficult to access the
required information, and crew members in-
evitably had to wait, at a time when they were
under pressure. British Airways installed a
prototype EDM system anddiscoveredthat, in
addition to increasing the productivity of both
administrative and managementstaff, the cabin
crew felt that they were being cared for because
their queries received immediate attention, and
were answered accurately.
Enhanced security
An additional benefit of EDM systemsis that
they enhance the security of the information
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stored in them. In conventionalfiling systems,
the high costs of storage often make it
uneconomicto store duplicate copies of paper
records. Copies of EDM files, however, can be
held off-site, in the same wayas security and
back-up copies of data processingfiles are held
off-site. In practice, most organisations retain
the originals of documents stored in EDMsystems, usually in low-cost off-site storage. Infuture, as electronic working becomes the norm,we believe that manyorganisations will beprepared to throw away the papercopies ofmany records.

Benefits depend onselecting
appropriate types of
application
EDMprovides the greatest benefits when un-structured, live (as opposed to archived)information of high valueis being handled, andwhere frequent and easy access is critical.Wherethe informationis structured, and hence,predictable, other information technologies willusually be more appropriate. In the early daysof EDM, document image processing systemswere typically installed to handle archivedmaterial and to support research-library appli-cations. (In effect, the early systems were seenas an electronic replacement for micrographicsystems.) Because these systems had just oneworkstation, users wanting to access the in-formation had to queue up. Asa consequence,the technology did not provide significantbenefits, and the costs required to introduceitwerehigh. These early experiences have shownthat the benefits of EDM will be achieved onlyif the technology is applied to appropriate typesof application.
Applications involving live information
Live informationis that which is either cur-rently used in the day-to-day running of anorganisation or could be at some future date.Examples include medical records, policerecords, credit-card vouchers, and corres-pondencerelating to insurance claims. On theother hand,copies of invoices, payment-historyrecords, and stock records are not required (andare not likely to be required) for the day-to-dayrunning of an organisation; these are not livefiles. The applications that handle live in-formation can be subdivided into two categories
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♥ transaction and reference applications, eachof which has quite different characteristics,
Transaction applications
Wedefine a transaction application as one inwhich paper-based information forms part ofthe standard procedure for progressing a trans-action throughthe system. All the informationhandled by theapplicationis of a similar nature,and is often recorded on standard forms. Thecontents of documents are not predictable,however. Transaction applications usually dealwith high volumes of information that has ashort active life, but that may be reactivatedat a later date. Examples include insuranceclaims, mortgage applications, leases, and des-criptions of accidents. While an insuranceclaimis being processed, frequent access to theinformation is required over a period of a fewweeks; thereafter, the need to access theinformationall but disappears. Once a mortgagehas been granted, no further access to theinformation may be required until the mortgageis closed manyyearslater. The typical benefitsresulting from using EDMforthis type of appli-cation are improved turnaround, reducedclerical effort, and reduced filing space.

Reference applicationsReference applications are those in whichhigh-value information from a variety of sourcesisheld and accumulated. Such information has alonglife. The format of the information cannotbe predicted, nor can the patterns of access toit, because they are dependent on changingcircumstances over long periods of time.Applicationsof this type include patentrecords,research literature, company annual returns,and medical records. Patent records, forinstance, will be valuable even after the lapseof the actual patent, and the informationwillretain its research value for many decades.Typical benefits from applying EDMin this areaare better productivity from professionalstaff,and reducedfiling space.

Applications involving unstructured infor-mation of high value, to which frequentand easy accessis essential
EDMsystemsdeliver the greatest benefits whenthey are used to handle unstructured in-formation of high value, to which frequent andeasy accessis essential. Figure 2.4 illustrates the
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bandof applications where EDM would be more
appropriate than other manual or automated
systems.
The main characteristics of wnstructured
information are that the detailed contents of
records cannot be predicted, and their physical
layout varies widely ♥ examplesinclude press
cuttings using different typefaces and different
layouts, photographs, hand-written application
forms, medical records, diagrams, and sig-
natures. Information has a high value if it
contributes directly to the efficiency and
effectiveness of an organisation by enabling
important decisions to be made (or madebetter)
and actions to be taken. New mortgage appli-
cations are of high value in the competitive
mortgage market. Historic payment schedules
on completed mortgages are of low value.
Frequent and easy access to information is
necessary if time is of the essence or if the
information may need to be accessed simul-
taneously by several people. The first example
quoted belowillustrates an appropriate appli-
cation for EDM, where the characteristics
discussed above apply; the second example

illustrates an application where other systems
would be a better choice.
The first example concerns a new system being
designed by a police force to provide electronic
access to photographs of suspects, and to their
criminal records. Records are selected using a
range of criteria, such as physical description,
types of crime committed, and so on. This
information is of high value, as the faster a
suspect can be identified, the greater the
success rate in solving crimes. Thereis obviously
a need for easy access to the information.
Moreover, records about a particular suspect
may be of interest in more than one case at a
time, although accessto an individual☂s records
may well be very infrequent. Because the
informationis unstructured,of high value, and
with a requirement for easy access, the
application is suitable for EDM.
The second example concerns the storage of
invoice copies, which are retained for fiscal
purposes. The documentsare structured, and
the data containedin themis also probably held
in coded form on magnetic media. A copy of an

 

accesstoit is frequent or urgent

 
Figure 2.4 EDMis most appropriate for applications where unstructured information is of high value and where
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invoice does not contribute to any decision-
making process, nor does it trigger any
operational action;it is therefore of low value.There will not be much need to access thedocuments,andit is unlikely that more than oneperson will ever need to access a singledocumentat the sametime. Therefore, althoughan EDM system could be used to store thedocuments and provide access to them, othertechnologies such as data processing ormicrographics would be more appropriate andmore cost-effective.

Benefits will be easier to obtainin particular types of business
Investment in EDM will bejustified in businesssectors where the concept of time-based com-petition is understood, where large volumes ofpaperare handled, and wherethe informationis live, unstructured, of high value, and needsto be accessed quickly and/or frequently. Thefinance sector was oneof thefirst to see theadvantages of EDM.All the Foundation mem-bers in this sector who responded to thequestionnaire are actively considering, oralready using, EDM. The systemsbeing intro-duced are typically transaction-based appli-cations:
♥ Personal financial-services firms are usingEDMfor mortgages and loan handing.
♥ Companies offering equity-based invest-ments are using EDMtocontrol newissues.
♥ Insurance companiesare introducing EDMfor claims handling.
♥ Customerapplications include credit, loans,and voucher processing.
Chemicals, pharmaceuticals, health, energy,law, and governmenthavealso been identifiedby systems managers, suppliers, and consultantsas business areas in which EDM can deliverbenefits. In these industry sectors, EDM canprovide benefits across a wide range of bothtransaction and reference applications.
A large investmentis requiredto obtain the benefits
EDMrequireslarge-scale investment, primarilybecause of the cost of multi-user documentimage processing equipment, which is an
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essential component if unstructured informa-tion is to be handled and easy accessis to beprovided. Asthe technologyis relatively new,major systems design effort will be necessaryif the full benefits of EDM areto berealised andthe costs are to be justified. However, as thetechnology matures and comesinto widespreaduse, prices will inevitably begin to fall.

Hardwarecosts are substantial
Hardware costs for a full EDM system varywidely, depending on the equipmentsupportingthe document image processing elementof thesystem. In general, the cost of different typesof system depends on the number of potentialusers. Figure 2.5 showsthecosts for a selectionof full EDM systemsavailable from a range ofsuppliers, and plots these against the numberof users who can be supported by the systems.The costs shown in the figure are for theminimum configuration considered viable by theindividual suppliers with whom we discussedthis issue.
EDM systems may be based on personalcomputers, minicomputers, or mainframe equip-ment. Personal-computer-based systems are,with few exceptions, single-user systems; amulti-user system of this type would requiredigitised images to be transferred to differentworkstations over a local area network,andthiswould often be too slow to provide an adequateservice. Theyare therefore oflimited value formost applications. Multi-user systems vary inprice according to the hardware on which theyare supported. Typically, the hardware formulti-user document image processing systemscosts somewhere between $0.5 and $2 million.
Developmentandinstallation will costas much as hardware
To obtain the full benefits from EDM,organi-sations must expect to spend as much ondevelopmentandinstallation as on hardware.Aboveall, developers must be prepared to spendtime andeffort on detailed analysis of how thesystem is to operate, because the effective useof workflow softwareis critical to the successof the system. A considerable amountof effortwill also need to be devoted to integratingexisting data processing and office automationsystems, using EDM as the common interface.
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The issues to be resolved when designing an
EDM application are discussed in more detail in
Chapter 4.

The benefits make the investment
worthwhile

While recognising the areas in which they might
benefit, 40 per cent of Foundation membersin
our survey were concerned that the costs of
EDM could not be justified. This concern is
unfounded, however.In practice, the benefits
can be realised and, by ensuring that appli-
 

Figure 2.5 The point at which an EDM system can be
cost-justified depends on the potential
numberof users
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cations are selected according to the right
criteria, the payback period may be very short.

Although the investment costs are undoubtedly
high, many of the EDM systemsalreadyinstalled
have produced a payback in between one and
three years. The user organisations we
interviewed hadall been requiredto cost-justify
their systems, and to show that they would
producea positive cash flow within a few years,
in order to gain approval to proceed.Figure 2.6
showsthe paybackperiod and benefits quoted
for a range of application types.In all cases, the
promise of productivity improvements was the
deciding factor in obtaining authorisation to
implement the EDM system.

Organisations already using EDM are prepared
to invest in further use of the technology
becauseof the proven successof their existing
systems. Experience shows that, initially,
managers question the role, cost, and justi-
fication of suggested implementations. Once the
benefits of the early systems are realised,
requests for subsequent funding are regarded
more favourably. As costs fall, it will be easier
to justify the required investment, because the
benefits are in areas of rising cost ♥ staff,
recruitment, and space. The cost of losing
information, or of it not being available, must
not be overlooked either. While these costs are
not as easy to identify as the saving resulting
from staff reductions, such omissions have a
major impact on the success, and even survival,
of companies.
 
Figure 2.6 Existing EDM users wereall required to cost-justify their systems
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The Companies Registration Office, Republic of Ireland
The Irish Companies Registration Office (CRO)is therepository of statutory recordsrelating to companiesregistered in the Republic of Ireland. These records(articles of incorporation, annual returns, accounts, andother associated documents) are provided by theindividual companies and madeavailable to the generalpublic, who pay a small enquiry fee.
At the time of writing, the CRO has successfully installed,and nearly completed, a pilot EDM system and, based onits experience, waslikely to proceed with a fullimplementation. The move to EDM was prompted by thefact that the existing computer system could address only30 to 35 per centof the enquiries made, because mostinformation wasstill held on paperfiles. Retrieving thepaperfiles was labour-intensive andthefailure rate was ashigh as 25 per cent, because of misfiling or becauseanother person already had thefile. Furthermore, thevolumeof information and the number of enquiries wasincreasing while the staff levels were fixed, because of aceiling imposed on the numberofcivil service staff.
The aim ofthe pilot was to assess whether EDM could:
♥ Improve the service to the public by reducing the highfailure rate, reducing the time lag, and makingenquirers more self-sufficient. 
Figure 2.7 EDM may makeit possible for organisations to offer new services

♥ Improvetheefficiency of the CRO staff, because theywould not be diverted to answer queries that membersof the public could answer themselves, once they hadaccessto the full records.
♥ Save money by moving the Paperrecordsto lessexpensivearchival storage, rather than storing them atthe central location.
Thepilot has demonstrated that a full system would payforitself. There would be staff savings and increasedProductivity, resulting in an increase in fees from thegeneral public. EDM would also make it possible for theCROto offer additional services ♥ online accessfor largerusers, and a facsimile enquiry facility. The CRO☂s usersare prepared to pay more for an improved service.
Thepilot illustrates that the benefits derive not just fromintroducing image recording, but also from exploitingworkflow software; thefull operation has to be takenintoaccount. When scanning and indexing are involved,forexample,it is critical that forms be well designed becauseoptical disc is an expensive Storage medium. Based onthis pilot scheme,the Irish Civil Service has identified otherareas where EDM maybe of value ♥ for example,in theRegistry of Deeds andin the Procedures for registeringbirths and deaths.   

Benefits also derive from the ability to offer newservices. The Companies Registration Office inthe Republic ofIrelandinstalled an EDM systemto manage information that has to be main-tained by law.Its introduction hasalso enabledthe registration office to provideclients with anew service. EDM has changed therole of theoffice from one where it reacted to requestsfrom the public to look up the information, toone where it now offers services. Theexperience of the Companies Registration Officeis described in Figure 2.7.
Prices will fall, but not in theshort term
The total price of larger EDM systems (whichwe define as those with more than five users)is unlikely to change significantly over the nextfive years; thereafter, the priceis likely to fallas the technology becomes more mature andsales volumesincrease.
Initially, the price of larger EDM systemswillfall slowly, as functionality increases and
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productofferings stabilise. The price of smallersystems(those with fewer than five users), willfall much more quickly, however, as the volumemarket developsearlier than for larger systems.As the large established hardware suppliersenter the market, increased competition willbegin to have an effect on the price of a totalsystem. The mostsignificant cost element of thetotal system will continue to be that associatedwith customising the basic package. While basicfeatures will be packaged, the more sophisti-cated EDM features madepossible by advancesin hardware and software will still have to betailored to meet individual needs.
In this chapter, we have reviewed the benefitsthat EDM canprovide andindicated the typesof application and business where the benefitswill be easiest to obtain. We have also shownthat the benefits are large enoughtojustify theinvestments required to install EDMsystems.The benefits, however, depend on making thebest use of the technology that forms the centralcore of an EDM system. In Chapter 3, wedescribe the componentsof the technology inmore detail.

 



 

 

Chapter 3
The technology is already advanced and is

continuing to evolve

In Chapter 1, we showed how EDMlinks docu- time. Figure 3.1 shows how document image
ment image processing with data processing, processing providesthe final componentof total
office automation, and full-text-retrieval sys- information management.
tems to provide the means for electronically
managingthe full range of information, and for EDM systemsconsist of five elements, illus-
integrating documentsoriginating in their most trated in Figure 3.2:
pervasive form (paper) with all other forms of . ♥
information. Data processing madeit possible ♥ Cost-effective document-capturefacilities.
to manage data; office systems and full-text
retrieval facilitated the management of text;
desktop publishing added the ability to work ♥ Cost-effective and secure storage for the
with various types of information at the same information.

♥ The means for indexing the information.

 
Figure 3.1 Document image processing is the final component of full information management
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Figure 3.2 EDM systemsconsist of five elements
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♥ Easy accessfor users.
♥ Workflow software, which manages the

flow of documents and information through
the system.

In this chapter, we look at the technology that
is used for each of these elements, describe howit works, andillustrate howit is linked to theothers to provide a total EDM system. Wealsoassess how these technologies are likely tochange, and what impactsuch changeswill haveon the capabilities of EDM systems.

Capturing the document
Documents that are to be stored in an EDMsystem exist in one of two forms ♥ hard-copy(paper), or electronic. Paper documentsare firstscanned to create an electronic copy of thedocument image. Once scanned,the electronicimage of the documentis compressed to mini-mise its storage requirements. The electroniccopy can then beused instead of the originalform of the document, thereby dispensing withthe needto retain the original. Documents thatare already in an electronic form (for example,a word processed document) may usually beinput directly to the EDM system.

Scanning from paper
Paper documents are entered into an EDMsystem bydigitising the images of the pages. Thisis done by scanning the pages (using the sameprocess as is used to transmit a facsimile) andstoring the images as digitised ☁bit maps☂ incomputer memory. The scanning and digitisingprocess is described more fully in Figure 3.3.Documents can be scanned at speeds rangingfrom less than one second to one minute per A4page. The speed of the scanner normallydepends on the volumeof information that thesystem has to handle, and the urgency withwhich it needs to be completed.
The resolution of the scanned imagesin mostcommercial applications currently varies from100 to 400 dots per inch. For comparison, mostlaser printers in commercialuse at present printat 300 dots per inch. Higher resolution (up to2,000 dots per inch) can also be obtained;scanners of this nature are typically used inspecialised areas such as medical research.
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Before the document image is stored, it iscompressed (by removing redundant infor-mation) to minimise the amount of memoryrequired to store the image. This is essentialbecause an uncompressed image of a textdocument requires about 500 times as muchstorage as thatof its coded equivalent (that is,text stored in normal word processing format).While an A4 pageof text stored within a wordprocessing system occupies about 2.4 kilobytesof storage, the equivalent document held inuncompressed image format currently requiresmore than 1 megabyte of memory. Aftercompression, an A4 digitised image typicallyrequires only 50 kilobytes of storage. Thecompression processis described in Figure 3.4.
Converting into revisable text
In the majority of commercial applications, thetext documentsare stored as images and cannotbe amendedoredited in the same Way as wordprocessed documents. However, OCR tech-niques can be used to ☁read☂ the documentimages, if they are text, and to convert theminto revisable text, using one of two techniques♥ template matching or pattern matching,which are describedin Figure 3.5. Convertingan image into a machine-readable formatis aslow process. Users must balance the advantageof being able to edit scanned documents against
 

Figure 3.3 Digitising a document image involves thecreation of a bit map from hard copy

Scanners use a matrix of photodiodes to scan a pagethat has beenilluminated by

a

light source. Lightreflected by the white space on the page generates avoltage in the photodiodes, while light absorbed by thedark areas of the page does not. This combination ofon/off voltage levels creates an analogue data pattern,whichis digitised into a matrix of binary data ready forStorage in random-access memory. The digitised imageis created by dividing the Page into tiny dots or pictureCells (pixels), and information about each pixel is thenrecorded. The resolution of the scannerdictates theamountofinformation that needs to be stored abouteach page. At standard office-documentresolution (300dots per inch), for example, an A4 page will be brokenup into approximately nine million pixels, requiring aminimum of nine megabits of memoryto record all theinformation for the complete digitised page. Bycomparison, the storage requirementfor a standardword processed A4 page would be only 2.4 kilobytes. Ifmore than onebit is required for each pixel (forexample, to record grey scales or colour), the storagerequirementis correspondingly increased.   
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Figure 3.4 Compression techniques are necessary to
minimise the size of imagefiles

Compression techniques reduce the amount of image
data that has to be stored by minimising the amount
of information required for non-critical parts of the
page ♥ for example, white space. Developers of
document image processing systems adopted the
standard compression routines previously developed
for transmitting facsimile images. As facsimile
machines communicate via normal telephonelines,
methods for reducing the amount of data required per
page were necessaryif transmission speed was to be
reduced to an acceptable level. These compression
standards (GroupsII! and IV) typically reduce the
amountof data by a factor of between 15 and 30.
This meansthat the image of a standard A4 page
would be reduced to between 30 and 70 kilobytes
for storage.
 

 

Figure 3.5 Two OCR techniques are used to convert
imagesinto a revisable form

There are two methods of character recognition ♥
template matching and pattern matching. With the
former, more basic technique, each typefacethatis
capable of being read will have a matching template
stored in memory, thuslimiting the numberof different
fonts and point sizes that can be read. Pattern-matching
programs, on the other hand,useartificial-intelligence
techniques to create their own templates and to
recognise the topological features of each character.
This form of OCR may,in theory, recognise any
character, regardless of typeface. Both forms of OCR
can retain information about a typeface, and once a
character has been recognised for a given document,it
is ☁remembered☂ for the remainderof the text.  
 

the reduced speed of throughput. It typically
takes a matter of minutes to scan and process
a single A4 page so that it can be stored ina
machine-readable format. Furthermore, since
the accuracy levels achieved are never
100 per cent, extra time is required to correct
the errors. Systems ofthis type are used mainly
in engineering applications (for technical
drawings), and in legal applications (for
potential evidence that may subsequently need
to be fully retrieved).

Reading electronic documents

Where documents are already stored in a coded
electronic form, they do not need to be scanned,
but can be input directly to the EDM system.
Once documents are stored in an EDM system,
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thereis no distinction between those documents
that wereinitially paper-based and those that
originated in an electronic form, although the
system usually sets an internal indicator so that
it can ☁remember☂ the original documenttype.
To enable a documentoriginating in an elec-
tronic form (such as word processed text,
electronic mail, telex, or a file downloaded from
on online database) to be manipulated within
the EDMsystem, it may be necessary to convert
it from its original format to a standard text
format, such as ASCII. Because EDM systems
store documents in a facsimile-compatible
format, many systems can accept facsimile
documentsas direct input. Figure 3.6, overleaf,
shows how different types of documents may
be input to an EDM system; regardless of their
initial format, all types are stored and indexed
in the same way within the system.

Indexing the document
Once the document has been captured,it is
indexed so that the contents of the document
can be accessed. Depending on the application,
indexes can be as simple or as sophisticated as
the user requires. In their simplest form, they
may be a straightforwardlisting of all the files
stored in the EDM system; more sophisticated
indexes provide both information about the
document content(title, summary, key words),
andinformation about the way the document
wascreated (date of creation, author, date of last
revision, numberof pages, and so forth). Most
EDMsystemsuse relational databases to hold
the index information, which meansthat the
indexes can be accessed using the powerful and
flexible searching facilities provided by such
databases. Indexes can be created either
manually, through direct entry of the index
terms, or automatically by using bar-coding or
OCR techniques.

Constructing the indexes for an EDM system is
a critical activity, and the effort involved should
not be under-estimated. However, the more
effort that is put into this task, the easier the
system will be to use. Inappropriate or poorly
constructed indexeswill result in systems with
poor responsetimes. Designing the index for an
EDMsystem to minimise retrieval times requires
a knowledge of both records management and
database design. The right combination of these
specialist skills may not be readily available
within the systems department.
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Using relational database
management systems
EDM indexesare typically based on modern
relational database systems(such as Informix,
or Ingres). These allow users to search large
volumesof information rapidly, using specified
keys. This approach represents a compromise
betweenthe simplicity of the document-filingfacilities of traditional office systems, where
mostfiles are held undera single reference, and

the functionality of full-text-retrieval systems,whereall the information is reviewed during asearch. Using database techniques forces theindex designer to think through exactly whatinformation will be required to create a usefulindex, andoftenleads to a better understandingof the way in which the information stored inthe EDMsystemis used within the organisation.In turn, this can lead to more appropriateproceduresfor retaining and storing documentswithin the system.
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Figure 3.6 Documents maybeinput into an EDM system in several ways

Documents are indexed and stored in the same way, regardless of the way they are input.
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Figure 3.7 shows how a businessletter might be
indexed within an EDM system. This example
illustrates one of the difficulties of good index-
ing. As the figure shows,the index is composed
of a combination of factual information about
the document(its author and date, for example),
subjective information about its importance
(urgency), and selected keywords that indicate
its content. The usefulness of these latter items
usually depends onthe skill (and experience) of
the indexer. Indexingis labour-intensive; using
experienced staff for this task can greatly
increase the cost of the indexing process. A
balance therefore has to be sought between the
cost of generating the index and the value of
the index items. As weillustrate in Chapter 4,
the cost of creating an index for an EDM system
can be so high that it is not worthwhile moving
from an existing paper-based system.

Using an existing database structure
It is often possible to customise an existing
database management system so that it can be

used to maintain the indexes for an EDM
system. Adopting this approach has two main
advantages.First, it provides compatibility with
existing systems, and makesit easier to provide
technical support for the EDM system. Second,
it makes it possible to lnk document images
with relevant data files held in the main
database, using the same indexes. For example,
an insurance company☂s central client database
might include not only information about the
premiumsreceived from each client, but also
index fields for an EDM system, which could
provide access to electronic copies of policies,
claims, and correspondence with the client.
Indexing automatically
Automatic indexing techniques, usually based
on bar-code reading or OCR, are now being
developed. Such techniques selectively scan
sections of the documentto identify the index
information. The data scanned will generate
index referencesfor that particular document,
removingthe need to key in some(orall) of the
 

Original letter

Figure 3.7 Good index design optimises the retrieval of information
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document-reference details. By this means,
documents can be scanned and the required
indexes generated with no manualintervention.To date, bar-code reading and OCR techniquescan be used only with standard forms and otherinternally generated documents that arespecially printed with electronic indexing inmind. There are some technical complicationswith both techniques, however ♥ in particular,they reduce the speed of throughput, requiringgreater processing power, and they requireadditional manual procedures to handle thosedocuments that for a variety of reasons, theautomatic indexing system is unable to copewith.
In the future, it may be possibleto use natural-language processing and other artificial-intelligence techniques to index certain typesof documents automatically.

Storing the information
Once the document has been captured andindexed,it is ready to be stored by the EDMsystem. The storage of document imagesrequires very-high-capacity storage media.Developments in optical-storage technologieshave nowprovidedthis capacity, and makeitcost-effective to store document imageselectronically. The majority of current opticalmedia are of the write-once ready-many(WORM)type; this means that, once data hasbeen recorded on an optical disc, it cannot beoverwritten. The high cost and non-erasablenature of optical-disc storage meansthat mostEDM systems use this medium just to storedocumentimages;all non-image data, includingthe index, is held on conventional magneticmedia. This mixed-storage approach ensuresthat the overall cost of storing the informationis kept as low as possible.

Providing high-capacity storage
Conventional storage devices are inappropriatefor EDM systems,because of the large amountof data that is required for a digitised image.Figure 3.8 compares the high-capacity opticaldiscs used for EDM systems with other storagemedia. To put thesefigures in perspective, one5.25☝ magnetic disc could store only half of atypical Butler Cox Foundation Report in imageformat; a typical personal computer hard disc

(20 megabytes) could store the equivalent of10 reports. A single optical disc could storesomewhere between 200 and 1,000 reports.Devices calledjukeboxes, which allow access tomultiple optical discs, could, in theory, extendthis to the equivalent of 200,000 reports.
To date, EDM systems haverelied on WORMdiscs, which cannot be updated or erased.Erasable optical media are now becomingavailable, however, and these will have asignificant influence on the design of EDMsystems. Where users require online accesstolarge volumesof documents, a jukebox can beused to load a disc automatically, from a library,into anoptical-disc reader. When there is aneedto access a document that is not held on thecurrently loadeddisc, the system automaticallysearchesfor the correct disc, takes it from thestorage rack, and inserts it into the reader.Figure 3.9 indicates the capacity and accessspeeds of two different jukebox systemsprovided by FileNet Corporation.
Compensating for slower access times
The access times required to retrieve infor-mation stored on optical discs is slower thanthose for magnetic discs, particularly where ajukebox system is used to increase the amount
 

Figure 3.8 The image capacity of different storagemediavaries dramatically
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Figure 3.9 The optical-disc jukebox provides massive
storage capacity

Configuration 1 64 4 166 3 45

Configuration 2 204 4 530 10 16

The aboveinformation relates to FileNet Corporation's
jukebox systems, which use 12-inch optical discs, each with
a capacity of 2.6 gigabytes. A typical jukebox system might
have 64 optical discs, with four disc readers. This would
give a total online storage capacity of approximately
three million documents.It is also possible to connect more
than one jukebox to the same EDM system, thus giving a
theoretical maximum of 80 million documents held online.
FileNet☂s largest current installation has online access to
20 million documents. Jukebox responsetimes are
determined by the mechanical nature of the operation and
the slow retrieval times for optical discs. Averageretrieval
time for such systems is quoted by suppliers as
16 seconds,although this would deteriorate on larger, multi-
user systems. (One user organisation quotes one minute as
the averageretrieval time for documents that are not
prefetched). (Source: FileNet Corporation)
 

 
of online storage. A variety of techniques can
be used to get around this problem. For
example:

-♥- Where the user can specify, in advance,
which document images will be required,
these can be prefetched to a high-speed
magnetic cache memory. The prefetching of
these documents can take place while the
user carries out other tasks. To gain the
maximum benefit from the use of pre-
fetching techniques, however, users must
be prepared to amend their working
procedures.

♥ Clustering algorithms can be used to group
documentsthat are likely to be used in the
same working session onto one opticaldisc,
or a selection of discs. This technique is
based on the principle that any given
document will be associated with several
other documents, and that these will always
be retrieved together. The associated
documents can be stored together on the
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same optical disc, thereby reducing access
times.

Providing easy access
Wehaveseen that EDM systemsfacilitate the
capture, indexing, and storage of a variety of
document types. What makes EDM more than
just an archiving system isits ability to retrieve
and manipulate the document images on a
screen in realtime, removing the need to access
the original paper record.

Users retrieve document images by accessing
the index database, selecting the required
documentfrom the results of the index search,
retrieving the imagefile from the optical disc,
and displaying it in a window onthe screen of
their workstation. In multi-user environments,
it is also necessary to route the image to the
correct workstation.
The advancesin technology that have made on-
screen manipulation of document images pos-
sible are the availability of the high-resolution
screens and the development of specialised
image-processing hardware components. These
components provide the speed and capacity
needed to ensure that an acceptable level of
operational performance is provided at the
workstation level.

Using high-resolution screens
In order to work with documentimages(instead
of working with paper), it is desirable to use a
high-resolution display (approximately 1,000 x
1,000 pixels, equivalent to 75 dots per inch).
Standard-resolution screens (640 x 480pixels),
such as those used with most personal
computers, may be used, but the imagelegibility
may not be acceptable for anything other than
intermittent use. Most EDM systems allow
standard terminals to be connected to them, so
they can be used to access the index database,
even if it is not possible to view the actual
images.In practice, this means that the user is
able to access the index information for a given
document, without necessarily being able to
view the document image on the samescreen.
Standard personal-computer workstations can
be upgraded,relatively inexpensively, so they
can display images. Many suppliers are
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Chapter 3 The technology is already advanced and is continuing to evolve

recognising the importance of EDM, and
personal-computer workstations are now
increasingly being provided with high-resolution
displays as standard.

Providing image-processing hardware
Large amountsof processing are required each
time a documentimageis retrieved or manipu-
lated ♥ screens have to be redrawn, for
example, when moving to the next page of a
document, and the data for uncompressed
images (in excess of 1 megabyte) must beprocessed. EDM systemsprovide similar image-
manipulation facilities to those provided bydesktop publishing packages ♥ in particular, theability to scale, rotate, and cut-and-paste all orpart of the image ♥ and thesefacilities alsorequire substantial processing power. Imageworkstations contain additional hardware toprovide the required processing power.Thisisusually in the form of an add-on circuit boardfor the standard workstation, containing theadditional circuitry necessary to handle digitisedimages. Typically, this board has:
♥ Ahigh-speed processor capable of perform-ing the millions of calculations per secondrequired to redraw images on the screen inan acceptable time.It also runs the image-compression algorithms so that thisprocessing does not have to be performedby the workstation☂s own processor. Thesystem is then free to accept the next user☂srequest, and the flow of work is notaffected by the processing effort requiredto draw or compress the image.
♥ A large amount of memory, so that un-compressed images may be loaded intomemory and manipulated.
♥ Acompression algorithm, which is storedon a programmable read-only memory chip.This converts the image intoits compressedstorage format.

Annotating documents using ☁overlay☂files
The text included in document images cannotbe edited using word processing software. Somesuppliers have attempted to overcomethispotential limitation by attaching revisable☁overlay☂files to each document. Thesefiles are,in effect, electronic notes that can be attached

to each document. When viewed with thedocument image, it looks as if the originaldocumenthasbeen edited, although within thesystem, the initial document image remainsunchanged.This feature can be used to appendnotes or other information to the documentimage. Examples include the addition of asignature where a document needs signing-offbefore further processing, or the addition ofcomments or notes to a particular item ofcorrespondence, recommending action. Thisinformation does not normally alter the indexentries for the document, although theexistenceof the overlay files would be indicatedwithin the system. The overlay files canthemselves be viewed separately.

Controlling the flow of work
The basic functions of an EDM system are toscan, capture, and store images, and provideeasy access to them. The flow of work throughthe system is controlled by special software,known as workflow software. This softwareprovides the document-managementfacilitiesthat are an essential part of an EDM system.They are analogousto the rules and proceduresgoverning manualaccess to, and processing of,paper documents in a clerical system. Bymanaging document access and flow elec-tronically, greater control can be provided moreefficiently.
Workflow software enables specific items ofinformation to be presented automatically to theuserfor action. On completionof the action, thesoftware recognises that the documentis readyfor the next stage of processing and presentsitautomatically to the next person in theprocessing chain. Consider, for example, anEDMsystem that automates the processing ofexpenseclaim forms. The formsarefirst filledin by individual staff members and, onceall therequired information is present and valid, theyare automatically presented to the relevantmanagerfor authorisation. As each claim formis authorised,it is transferred automatically tothe accounting system for payment. Therouteing of the documentandthetriggers thatcauseit to move betweensteps are all controlledby the workflow software within EDM.
The main tasks of workflow software aretherefore to control the entry, editing, indexing,
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Chapter 3 The technology is already advanced and is continuing to evolve

storage, accessing, retrieval, display, and
manipulation of documents.It also managesthe
links between the EDM system and other
systems, such as data processing. Workflow
software provides the following functions:
♥ Document routeing controls the movement

of documents between users or work-
stations. This may be a very basic function,
or it may have somein-built logic that routes
the document according to its content. For
example, workflow software can use a
specific piece of information on a document

to determine the most appropriate person.
or workstation to route the documentto.
Figure 3.10 gives an example of document
routeing. This function is critical for the
success of many applications because it
automatesthe links betweenthe tasks that
have to be carried out at the various stages
of processing a document, and enables
documents to be transferred between users
automatically, thereby increasing produc-
tivity in many transaction-processing
operations.
 
Figure 3.10 Document routeing controls the movement of documents between users or workstations
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♥ Retention schedules are the means by which
users decide how long individual documents
will be retained within a system. Retention
will vary according to the subject and the
document type. Memoranda,for instance,
may be discarded once they have been
viewed, while client correspondence might
be held online for several months during the
life of a project. Workflow software takesaccount of retention schedules by auto-
matically deleting items, or bringing them
forwardfor review, whena specific period
of time has elapsed.

♥ Access levels are set within workflowsoftware. Theseare used to restrict accessto certain types of documentsto specificpeople, and to provide protection fromunauthorised access. Security is extremelyimportant where confidential businessdocuments are being accessed frequently.EDMsystems have an inherent advantageover paper systems because the mastercopy cannotbe altered or damaged acci-dentally by operators. Workflow softwareprovides two types of access control ♥ atthe userlevel, for day-to-day working, andat the programming level, for modifyinghow information is routed through thesystem.
♥ Data-transfer commands within theworkflow software allow the userto auto-mate, wholly or partially, the transfer ofdata between external systems and theEDM workstation. Thus, for example, userscan set up procedures, using the workflowcommands, to look up a client record on acentral database automatically, and totransfer a code, showingthe client☂s status,to the EDM workstation.
♥ Document-auditing facilities within work-flow software allow a supervisor to makeuse of detailed information on throughput,work patterns, and system access. Thismeans that supervisors can identifybottlenecks and change working proceduresaccordingly.
It will often be necessary to make minor changesto the document-flow procedures ♥ forexample, to allow a new clerk to access thesystem, or to reroute items that cannot behandled by the normal procedures. The work-flow software must therefore be sufficiently
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flexible to allow authorisedstaff to effect thesechangeseasily, without havingto refer back tothe supplier or other external resources. Equallyimportant, workflow software should beconstructed so that unauthorised staff do notinadvertently alter document flows.

Future developments
Aswith all new technologies, major changeswilloccur in EDM technology over the next fewyears as it matures and comesinto widespreaduse. All technologies progress through a four-stage life cycle, which we define as emerging,pacing, key, and base. EDM is no exception.Currently, EDM is at the key-technology stage(see Figure 3.11). The current limitations onsystems design will become less restricting ashardware capability improves, software be-comes more powerful, and standards emerge.
Hardware capability will continueto improve
The trend in workstation technology is towardsmore powerful (and programmable) processors,with an improvedprice/performanceratio andadvancedfeatures. This general trend will meanthat standard workstationswill need little or noenhancement to become EDM workstations, andwill remove the need for specialised image-processing hardware.In the nextfive years, weexpect standard workstations to contain a high-speed processor and large amounts of random-access memory. Higher processing speeds willallow more image manipulation facilities to bebuilt in to the workstation. The increase ofmemory will allow users to browse throughdocuments more easily, because it will bepossible to load more documents into theworkstation☂s memory.
In addition, higher-resolution screens will makeit possible to display images in greater detail ♥eventually including grey scales and colour.Today, the screens used with EDM systemsdisplay imagesat a resolution of about 100 dotsper inch. By 1994, we expect this to haveimproved to about 200 dots per inch. AsFigure 3.12 shows, corresponding improvementsin resolution will be madein the other two maincomponents of EDM systems ♥ facsimilescanning and laser printing. These improve-ments will enable moreefficient systems to be
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In thefirst stage, the technology is emerging, and is
driven forward by pioneeering research departments and
small entrepreneurial suppliers. At this stage, the
technologyis still being developed, although interestin it
is high, and its potential is beginning to be recognised.
Companies such as Philips, FileNet, and Wang were
instrumental in developing EDM systems whenit was at
the emerging stage. Philips launched the first version ofits
Megadoc productin 1983; Wang launcheditsfirst PC-
based image product the same year; FileNet launchedits
first product in 1984.
in the second stage, the technology is pacing.
Applications are at the pilot stage, and thefirst
commercial products becomeavailable. Established
computer manufacturers become awareof the
opportunities offered by the technology, and seekjoint
ventures with those who have developed it. During the
pacing stage of EDM, FileNet enteredinto a joint venture

Figure 3.11 EDMis following the typical technologylife cycle

with Olivetti, and its products became the basis for EDM
projects for AT&T, Alpharel, 3M, and IBM.
In the third stage, the technology is key. User
organisations realise that they can gain a competitive
advantage by using the technology. EDMis atthis stage
at present, andit is characterised by the growth in
importance of systems integrators. Vertical markets grow
rapidly in this stage.
In the fourth stage, the technology is base ♥ thatis,it
becomesincorporated into the standard product
offerings of established suppliers. With EDM,
standard workstations, capable of image processing,
will becomeavailable (for example, the NexT
computer from Steve Jobs☂s new company), aswill
fully integrated office systemsthat will make it
possible to control and manage data, text, image,
and voice. Wangis probably the furthest aheadin this
area of integration.  
 
 

Figure 3.12 The resolution available with the printers,
scanners, and displays used with EDM
systemswill improve considerably over
the next five years
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designed andbuilt, and will greatly increase the
scope of EDM systems(to include, for example,
X-ray images and design engineering drawings).

Even though the scanning resolution will
increase, the time taken to scan a document will
decrease. OCR accuracy is also improving. The
trend is towards storing the image of a docu-
ment in semiconductor memory and carrying
out the OCR processing as a background task.
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This means that the scanned image can be
converted into revisable text without inter-
rupting the scanningor indexing processes. The
next stage of development will be to provide
simultaneous scanning and OCR,to differentiate
the text and non-text areas of a document
automatically. Oncethis level of sophistication
is reached, the need for manual indexing
disappears, reducing further the need for
manual intervention when adding information
to an EDM system.
Image compression techniqueswill also improve
dramatically from today☂s norm, which reduces
the data required for an uncompressed image
by a factor of about 40. However, the increasing
demandfor higher-resolution scanning, and for
grey scale and colour, will mean that the
average size of imagefiles will remain high.

Webelieve that, by the mid-1990s, rewritable
optical media will be developed to the stage
where their access times will rival those of
magnetic discs. This means that rewritable
optical media will becomethe preferred storage
medium for most EDM applications (excluding
those wherethe security provided by WORMis
a critical factor). The characteristics of various
storage media are compared in Figure 3.13,
overleaf.

Software will become more powerful
At present, most EDM software functions
required by users have to be designed and
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Figure 3.13 The prices and performance of current and emerging storage media vary markedly
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programmedspecifically for each application.As experience in EDM grows, more functionswill becomepart of the standard software. Todate, developments in workflow software haveoften taken the form of ad hoc enhancementsmadeas a result of requests from users.This isa less than satisfactory situation, due partly toa lack of understanding by both suppliers anduser organisations about the real benefits ofimplementing EDM, and to the relativeimmaturity of the technology. As the technologymatures, standard off-the-shelf workflow soft-ware will emerge to address specific types ofapplication.
Workflow software is already a critical com-ponent of EDM systems,and will developstillfurther. Increasingly, tools will be available toallow systems departments and end-usersupervisors to develop and enhance thestandard product without having to rely onsupport from the EDM system supplier.

Standards are emerging
As with any other rapidly developing tech-nology, standards for EDM are at an early stageof development. In general, there are two typesof standard ♥ internationally agreed ☁open☂standards, and those that are proprietary toequipmentsuppliers. In thefield of EDM, someof the proprietary product-based standards havebecome so well established that userorganisations now regard them as de factoindustry standards. All EDM suppliers arestriving to deliver dramatic improvements intechnical capability, and they will not let a lackof international standards slow down theirprogress. The current dominance of proprietary

 

products and standardswill therefore be erodedonly gradually by emerging internationalstandards.
For user organisations, the lack of open stan-dards becomesa major issue when they wish toupgrade their EDM systemsor take advantageof new developments. The present dominationof proprietary standards, coupled with the needfor user organisations to gain business benefitsfrom EDM technology, meansthat user organi-sations should ensure thattheir suppliers havea long-term commitmentto open standards, andare prepared to provide a clear migration pathfor any EDM applications already implemented.This commitment to open standardsis of par-ticular importanceif the chosen supplier comesfrom outside the mainstream data processingsupply industry.
The main areas to which standards will applyare documentarchitectures and storage media.The main standards developments in both ofthese areas are described below.
Documentarchitectures
Architectures relating to the image portion ofcompound documents (those containing amixture of structured data and/or text, andimages, for example), have to address twoissues♥ the contentof the image, and the meansforidentifying and referencing the image portionof the document. The main informationtechnology suppliers and the InternationalStandards Organisation (ISO) have eachestablished compound-documentarchitecturesthat are capable of dealing with both of theseissues. Although the detailed standards forimage-contentare not yet fully developed in anyof the supplierinitiatives, we expect that these
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will be based on the well-understood and proven
CCITT facsimile standards.
A major componentof image-content standards
is the compression algorithm, and some sup-
pliers are working on proprietary compression.
schemes that they believe will give them a
competitive advantage. IBM, for example, has
a proprietary compression routine that it claims
gives a 30 per cent improvement over the CCITT
Group IV facsimile formula. User organisations
must weigh the advantage of improved com-
pression techniquesagainst the risks of using a
non-standard technique.

Standards for identifying and referencing the
image portion of a compound document are
better defined. The ISO☂s Office Document
Architecture standard, which conforms with the
OSI model, covers the structure, interchange,
and eventually, the contents of compound
documents. The suppliers fall into two broad
camps ♥ those such as DEC, ICL, and Wang,
which have developed their own proprietary
architectures, but which are pledged to migrate
to international standards as they mature, and
IBM, whichhas its own proprietary architecture
(called Mixed Object Document Content
Architecture) which may become a de facto
industry standard because of IBM☂s dominant
market position. Other suppliers, such as Philips,
have adopted the IBM standard. IBM hasalso
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indicatedthatit will provide gatewaysfrom its
proprietary architecture into systems conform-
ing with open international standards.
Storage media
The main standardsissues involved in choosing
optical media are disc size and format. Three
WORM discsizes are in common use ♥ 5☝, 12☝,
and 14☝. Moreover, different disc suppliers use
different disc formats. User organisations
therefore experience problemsif they want to
use the sameoptical disc on different systems.
This can be a major concernif disaster-recovery
plans require the use of other organisations☂
EDM systems. The suppliers have recognised
this problem, and there is now a general move
to standardise on the Hitachi 12☝ disc format,
known as H ITOD3014.This is emerging as a de
facto standard for optical discs.
In this chapter, we have shown that EDM
technology is still developing, and any
investment in an emerging technology carries
with it an element of risk. Would it therefore
be advisable for Foundation members to
postponedecisions about whetherto invest in
EDM until the technologyis better established
and prices begin to fall? We believe not, and in
the next chapter, we show how those who have
already invested in EDM have gained the
benefits they sought, despite the limitations of
the current technology.
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Chapter 4
The current limitations can be overcome

Our research showsthat although Foundationmembers recognise the nature of the benefitsthat EDM can deliver, many of them areresisting introducing EDM applications becauseof doubts about technical performance,concerns about the lack of appropriate technicalskills, a lack of confidence in a conceptthatisstill quite novel, worries about the cost andeffort required to convert existing records, andconcerns aboutthe legal implications of EDM.
In our survey, the results of which are shownin Figure 4.1, members who had not yetintroduced EDM systems expressed concernabout precisely the same areas in which thoseinvolved in implementing systems had en-countered problems.In nocase, however, hadthese problems caused an organisation toabandon its EDM development once it hadembarked on a worthwhile application. Thisimplies that the problems that do arise can bedealt with successfully. In this chapter, weprovide advice to members on how to overcomethe problems that they may encounter so thatthe undoubted benefits of EDM may be fullyrealised.

Technical limitations influencethe design of applications
We showedin Chapter 3 that EDM isa develop-ing technology, and as such,is changing veryquickly.It is therefore inevitable that technicalproblemswill arise, but by being selective aboutwhat they try to achieve, and by designingsystemsto exploit the current capabilities of thetechnology, EDM users can minimise the effectsof the problems.
The most successful EDM applications are thoserequiring links with other systems, and thoseinvolving workgroups or entire departments,rather than individual users. This means that
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integration and networking are both vitalconsiderationsin planning and building an EDMapplication. There are, however,still limitationsin the technological capability of EDM systemsin each of these areas. User organisations thatare prepared to be selective ♥ integrating onlywherenecessary, and designing networks verycarefully ♥ will neverthelessrealise significantbenefits from their investment.
Other technicallimitations affecting design stemfrom the nature of EDM technology, as des-cribed in Chapter 3. Document image processinghas its limitations, because of the size andunwieldiness of images, and the sheer capacity
 

Figure 4.1 Integrating EDM with existing systemsisFoundation members☂ greatest concern
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that is needed to deal with them. Indexingand
workflow impose a new discipline on users.
There are limitations on the extent to which
images can be manipulated. There are also some
restrictions inherent in optical disc media and
their functioning within an EDM system. We
now describe the steps that systems designers
can take to minimise the impactof these current
limitations of EDM technology.

Integration problems
There are essentially two types of EDM inte-
gration. Thefirst is that between EDM and other
computer-based systems. The secondis between
different EDM systems and applications.
Integration between EDM and other systems
Integrating EDM with existing systems means
providing facilities for users to capture, store,
and retrieve imagefiles in conjunction with the
normal data and text components of a data
processing or office system. This type of
integration is vital for almost all EDM appli-
cations ♥ first, because organisations want to
safeguard their original investment in
information technology, and second, because
users of EDM applications inevitably require
access to data or information from other
systems. As the newest component of EDM
technology, and the one for which standards
have yet to be established, document image
processing is the mostdifficult to integrate with
existing systems.
Document image processing can be integrated
with other systems in three main ways. The first
(and most basic) type of integration provides
access both to document images and to an
existing database oroffice system. For example,
acredit-card company provides operators with
access to imagesof actual credit slips. The EDM
system is linkedto the existing client database,
and the required slip can be identified by
accessingthe client☂s database record. Suppliers
provide this type of integration by building links
between documentimage processing and other
systems, usually via the workflow software.
Because the image system is an add-on facility
to an existing system, it may be based on a
different database system from the original
system, and this can make close integration
difficult. Where a new system is being
implemented, or where the existing supplier can
provide a fully integrated solution, database
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incompatability will be less of a problem. Of the
main computing and office systems suppliers,
only Wang can providethis capability today.

The second wayof integrating document image
processing with other systemsis to allow users
to view side by side, at a screen, document
images together with word processed docu-
ments,and theresults of database enquiries, or
other applications. For example, a clerk may
wish to view the image of a handwrittenletter
from a customer alongside the results of an
enquiry into the customer☂s account status,
while drafting a reply. The usual method for
providing this ability is via a multi-tasking
operating system and a windows-based user
interface. Figure 4.2 shows how such an
interface appears to the user. Windows-based
interfaces are now widely available with high-
performance workstations. However, providing
such interfaces (and image capability) for dumb
terminals is more difficult, and organisations
may therefore need to invest in new work-
stations.

Thethird, and most advanced,form of providing
integration between EDM andothersystemsis
to use imageasjust one of the information types
in a document-processing system. For example,
a scientist may need to include a scanned
diagram or photograph in a word processed
 

Figure 4.2 EDM systems use a windows interface to
allow interaction with other systems and
applications
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report, send it electronically to a colleague for
review, amend it, and print it via a desktopelectronic publishing system. Suppliers aredeveloping compound-documentarchitecturesto handle this type of mixed document (seeFigure 4.3 for a description). ExamplesincludeDigital☂s Compound Document Architecture,IBM☂s Mixed Object Document Content Archi-tecture, and the international standard, OfficeDocument Architecture. In addition, manysuppliers are developing the convertors andinterfaces necessary for document images to becaptured, processed, distributed, stored, re-trieved, and printed alongside text, data, andgraphics. Systems and applications based onthese mixed environments are very powerful.They are also complex and require careful
management.

Integration at the basic level (between existingsystems and a new document image processingsystem)is essential if the hoped-for benefits ofEDM are to be gained. Organisations shouldtherefore select a supplier who can provideintegration at least at this level; the moreadvanced levels of integration will not be acritical requirement for most organisations atthis stage of development of EDM.
Integration between different EDM systemsThe second type of integration, that betweenseparate EDM applications, was not perceivedby most organisations as a requirement fortransaction applications. Usually, the documentimages in one EDM application are oflittleimportance in other business areas. For
 

Figure 4.3 Compound-documentarchitectures allowdocumentsto include different types ofinformation

A compound-documentarchitecture allows documentsto include information of different types(text, image,data, graphics). Althoughthe different types arephysically stored in their constitutent formats, they arelogically stored as a single entity or document. Acomplete document could therefore comprise wordprocessed text, a pie chart generated by a graphicspackage, a table from a spreadsheet, and a photographthat has been scannedinto the system. Some suppliersaim to enhance this architecture by providing links intothe originating software. For example, by ☁clicking☂ onthe spreadsheettable in the compound document, the
user would betransferred transparently into the
spreadsheet program, where changes madeto the data   will automatically update the table in the document.
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example, an insurance company can determinethat a customerhas domestic, health, and motorinsurance policies with the company by pro-viding access to the relevant databases.However, the occasions on which the hand-written details recorded on a motor-insuranceclaim form will be of value to the domesticinsurance underwriters are rare. In such anorganisation, integration betweentheindividualEDM applications used for each type ofinsurance and the central data processingsystems is therefore critical, but integrationbetween the EDM applicationsis not.
Nevertheless, those organisations with arequirement for several EDM transaction appli-cations should establish a corporate standard forEDM,simply for reasons of economy.Differenttypes of EDM system, and different indexingand workflow design,all require the acquisitionof specialist skills, and it makes sense (and costsless) to maintain oneset of skills rather thanseveral. Furthermore, there could be un-anticipated requirements to move informationbetween EDMapplications.
For reference applications, the need to integratedifferent EDM systemsis often higher than itis for transaction applications. It may benecessary, for example, to send a documentretrieved in one department or division toanother. This requires that the two depart-ments☂ EDM systems are compatible and thatthere is a document-transmission link betweenthem. Where documents are routinely passedbetween departments, common layout andreference conventions will also need to bedefined so that users can readily understandhow documents have been formatted, and howdocuments from different sources have beenamalgamated. This is important in anyenvironment where complex documents needto be shared between several groups of users♥ for example, in research, publishing,marketing, corporate finance, consultancy, andmany other business activities.
Networking-capacity problems
Even after imagefiles have been compressed,theyare still very large, and transmitting themover a network therefore takes a considerabletime.It is, however,possible to plan and managelocal-network capacity so that images can behandled. One methodis to limit the numberof
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Chapter 4 The current limitations can be overcome

network users who may wantto transmit image
information at the same time. The number of
concurrent users who can be supported by a
local area networkis limited by the bandwidth
of the network. Ethernets and 4 megabit Token
Rings, the two most common networks used
with EDM systems, can both handle between
10 and 30 active image terminals. Higher-
capacity networks, such as those based on the
ANSI FDDI(Fibre Distributed Data Interface)
standard, are being built into many offices
today, and these will allow a greater numberof
EDM users to use the network concurrently.

Because of the size of image files, sharing a
network between image and normal communi-
cations traffic may result in poor performance
for the non-image communications. As a con-
sequence, many major organisations now have
separate networksfor image and data communi-
cations. Given today☂s network capacity limi-
tations, some form of local high-speed network
dedicated to image communicationsis often the
most acceptable solution for an EDM system.

Wide-area networking for EDM systems poses
problemssimilar in nature to those encountered
with local networking, but on a larger scale and
with greater capacity constraints. These prob-
lems have been tackled either by using high-
capacity public networks, or by using high-speed
private networks. For example, Glaxo Inc,
whose EDM application was described in
Chapter 2, hasinstalled a private, optical-fibre
network to link several of its buildings. One
alternative to investing in a high-capacity net-
workis to provide EDM hardware at each site
and to transmit batches of images between them
in off-peak hours. To be effective, however, this
approach requires knowledge about the docu-
mentsthat arelikely to be required at each site
during the next working day.

Document-capture speed
Today☂s fastest scanners can operate at sub-
second speeds per page. However, the speed at
which the scanned image can be accepted by
the image processor, compressed, and displayed
on ascreen ready for indexing places a limit on
the speed at which images may be processed.
Designers need to configure EDM systems to
take accountof this, and to consider providing
one or more dedicated capture stations, thus
leaving other workstations free for retrieval and
processing. Indexing may then be done as a

 

batch operation ♥ thatis, the documents may
be scanned, uninterrupted, into the system, and
indexed in a batch at a later stage. One
dedicated document-capture station can usually
cope with up to 500 pages per day, depending
on the complexity of the indexing involved.
Anotherfactor to consider is whoin the organi-
sation should be responsible for document
capture and indexing, and wherethefacilities
should be located. For example, it may make
sense to provide a single, high-capacity,
document-capture facility in the mailroom
rather than allowing each department to scan
its own documents.
An alternative to providing dedicated docu-
ment-capturestations is to use a bureauservice.
A growing numberof bureaux now offer docu-
ment-scanning and indexing services, although
costs remain prohibitively high for many appli-
cations (typical charges are between 20 and 40
cents per page). Use of bureau services may be
justified, however, if thereis a large, once-off
requirement for high-volume scanning (to
transfer existing paperfiles to an EDM system,
for example).
It mayalso be necessary to consider document
capture from alternative sources, as new methods
of documentdistribution come into widespread
use. The use of facsimile-compression standards
in EDM andtheavailability of inexpensive desk-
top facsimile terminals open up the possibility
of direct facsimile communication to and from
EDM systems. The dissemination of hard copy
by facsimile compares very favourably (in terms
of cost and speed) with sending the equivalent
documents by post or courier.

The implications of facsimile communications
for EDM are enormous. Potentially, the most
exciting developments are where EDMis used
in conjunction with mobile facsimile communi-
cations. The ability to send and receive com-
mercial documents (such as orders, invoices,
applications, and contracts) from a portable
facsimile terminal to a central EDM system has
far-reaching consequencesfor the provision of
time-critical services, both public and private.
Consider, for example, the implication for a
mortgage broker, who could fax a new appli-
cation through to head office from home,or
from a client☂s house, have it processed, and
receive a facsimile contract back for signing by
the client, all in the same day.
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Image-retrieval times
Retrieving images from an optical disc is slow
compared with the times requiredfor retrievingdata from a magnetic disc. Retrieval times of
15 secondsperitem are not uncommon, althoughsome systems enable the user to browse througha multi-page documentat two-to-three secondsfor each page, once the images for the wholedocumenthave beenretrieved. Although such
retrieval times are muchfaster than retrievingpaperfiles from a centralfiling system, they aregenerally not acceptable in transaction appli-cations wherea clerk is using a screen-basedsystem to process the information.
The impactof these slower retrieval times canbe minimised by designing the EDM system sothat the clerk can specify the group of recordsthat will be required. All of the records can thenbe retrieved from the optical storage and loadedonto a magnetic disc before detailed processingof individual records begins. Prefetching therecords in this way can be done several timesa day, or even as an end-of-day process,if thenext day☂s work is predictable. Where thepattern of document access is predictable, itmay be possible to automate the prefetchingprocess. It is therefore important to studydocument-access patterns so that the pre-fetching rules can be designed to minimiseimage-retrieval times.
Another way to minimise retrieval timesis bydesigning the EDM system so that relateddocumentsare clustered together on the opticaldiscs. To dothis effectively, however, requireshighly specialised skills.

Indexing effort
Good indexing of the information stored in anEDMsystem will also help to minimiseretrievaltimes. Conversely, a poor index will inevitablyslow the retrieval process down. Because of thesize of document images, the time taken toretrieve each imageis significant. Thus, theindex should be constructed so that individualdocuments can beidentified, not just the batch
of documents that contains the requiredinformation. Precise indexing for EDM systems
is more important than for paper-based systems,
because the equivalent of scanning through a
pile of papersto find the required document ♥
browsing at a screen ♥ is slow on image systems.
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However, the effort required to create a goodindex for an EDM system imposes an extraworkload. The experience of the organisationdescribed in Figure 4.4 illustrates that the effortrequired can mean that an EDM system cannotbe cost-justified.
Automatic indexing techniques (which weredescribed in Chapter 3) can help to reduce theindexing effort. At present, the techniques areused mainly by document-capture bureaux. Weexpect them to be used more widely asdevelopments in OCR technology occur. Fast,reliable, automatic generation of indexesprovides users with a further opportunity tostreamline their document-management work-ing practices. i
Workstation requirements
In designing EDM systems, it is important toensure that each useris given the right type ofworkstation, with access through it to appro-priate facilities. This affects workstation policyacross the organisation, and the introduction of
 

Figure 4.4 Theeffort required to create an index maybe too greatto justify EDM

A companyin the media sector
One of Butler Cox☂s consultancy clients (a companyinthe media sector) was considering whetherto invest inan EDM system to replace an existing press-cuttingslibrary. Thelibrary had

a

staff of eight. The manualfilingsystem was folder-based, with a simple index structure(each folder was relevant to a Particular subject, and allCuttings on that subject werefiled in that folder). Withinthe folders, the cuttings were more or less in chrono-logical order. Each folder contained an average of1,000 items. There were approximately one millionCuttings in the library. When a request for informationwas received (on the Chelsea Flower Show,forexample), one of the librarians would pull out the folderon exhibitions and browse through the contents.Browsing manually in this fashion was quite quick(usually less than one minute for an entire folder), eventhough thelibrarians had only a very generalidea ofwhatit was they were searching for (anything to do withthe Chelsea Flower Show).
This company was not prepared to spend the time andeffort required to create a new index structure, becausethe existing one worked well and everybody was familiarwith it. However, without a more sophisticated index,itwasimpossible to cost-justify the Proposed EDM system.Using the existing indexing system with EDM wouldhave meantinvesting in very-high-performance  equipmentto achieve the required responsetimes.
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Chapter 4 The current limitations can be overcome

EDM may require a widespread review of
workstation requirements. The choice of EDM
workstation, and associated software, for each
type of staff will depend on the answers to two
key questions. Do staff need to access document
images, or merely the index database? Do they
need to revise images, or merely to view them?

Those users who are viewing (and perhaps
processing) document imagesat their screens,
as distinct from merely accessing the index
database, require high-resolution display
screens. In many instances, however, users do
not need to view the document, but only require
access to the index information held about that
document. For example, a customer-enquiries
clerk in an insurance company might want to
browse through a client correspondence-
tracking file, where the existence of a particular
policy document (denoted by an index entry)
will be sufficient information to allow the query
to be processed. However, claims-processing
staff will need access to the full contents of
several documents to process each claim.

The degree to which different staff need to
revise documentimagesvaries, and this affects
the type of workstation that is required and the
facilities that need to be accessed through it. For
instance:
♥ In many EDM applications, the variable

portions of a document are stored as data
in a database, with the original document
stored as an unrevisable image. This might
occur, for example, where an insurance
claims-processing department stores a
client☂s transaction details in a central
database, but an image of the claim form
is stored on an opticaldisc. In this situation,
users of the EDM system would not need
to revise the images.

♥ Inother applications, EDM users may need
cut-and-paste facilities that allow them to
transfer one document to another for
further processing. In this situation, EDM
users will require additional workstation
facilities. At the simplest level, this might
require the ability to transfer part of a
document to a desktop publishing or
drawing package. During our research, we
encountered a banking application where
users electronically cut and paste copies of
scanned signatures into a desktop pub-
lishing system, which arranges them into a
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standard book of authorised signatures.
Clearly, this type of application has to be
designed to ensure the tightest security and
control over who canuse the workstations
for this purpose.

♥ Insome advanced applications, users may
require the ability to ☁vectorise☂ an image
of a drawing(thatis, transfer an image into
a revisable vector-graphics format so that
it can be modified by a graphics package).
For example, in anoil-platform construction
project, existing technical drawings are
scanned and vectorised so they can be
updated by an automated drawing system.

Optical-storage limitations
Theuseofoptical discs as a storage medium for
imageshas design implications for EDM systems.
The most significant considerations are to
provide the right capacity, to ensure that the
operational performance is adequate, and to
take accountof the unrevisable natureof optical
discs.
The online storage capacity is determined by the
number of documents to be stored, the
frequency with which they will be accessed, and
the length oftheir active life. Beyond a certain
level of online optical-disc storage, there is a
sharp increase in the costs of storage, because
of the high cost of an optical-disc jukebox. There
can also be significant performance constraints
when using a jukebox system, because of the
time required to load the appropriate disc into
a reader. It is therefore necessary to study
closely the proposed document-flow procedures,
to ensure that the retrieval times are minimised
whereverpossible.
Anotherlimitation of the current generation of
optical discs is that the images stored on them
cannot be revised. This limitation can, however,
sometimes turn out to be an advantage. Many
EDMapplications can bejustified because of the
unrevisable nature of documents stored on
optical discs (for example, legal contracts and
other documents). Other EDM applications can
be consideredonlyif the images canberevised,
and it will be necessary to use a rewritable
medium (optical or magnetic) in these cases.
Other concerns aboutoptical discs expressed by
potential EDM users in our interview pro-
grammerelated to backup and disaster recovery
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planning. One problem is that the slow data-
transfer speed means that creating backup
copiesof optical discs is a very time-consuming
process. The solution adopted by manyorganisations is to record each item in duplicateas it is entered into the EDM system.In this way,
the backup copies are created automatically
during normal processing.
The problem of disaster recovery planning is,at present, less easy to solve, although it shoulddisappear as EDM becomes more commonplace,and as standards evolve. The difficulty todayis finding alternative sites with document-imageprocessing equipment that could providealternative processingfacilities in the event ofa total system failure. This can be crucial if EDMforms part of a transaction-processingenvironment, butis difficult to achieve todaybecause different EDM systems operate todifferent standards.

Technical skills are in shortsupply
A full EDM system requires new links betweenexisting and new technologies, and involvesequipmentwith which the systems departmentmaynot be familiar. The skills required to makethe best use of EDM technology and toovercome the technical limitations, discussedearlier in this chapter, may not always beavailable from within the systems department.The lack of relevant technical skills can slowdown the implementation of desirable EDMsystems.
A further complication arises because thetechnical design skills required for conventionaldata processing applications are too narrow forthe design of EDM systems. Technical systemsdesigners usually do not have experience ofanalysingand defining office procedures and theflow of documents betweendifferent groups ofstaff. The benefits of introducing an EDMapplication will often come as much fromreorganising the flow of work betweenindividual people, and using workflow softwareto introduce moreefficient procedures. Carefuldesign of the flow of workis also often a factorin overcoming someofthe technical limitationsof EDM. Manysystems departments do not havestaff with the skills necessary to carry out thesetasks.
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The required skills are in thetraditional area oforganisation and methods (O&M), which isconcerned with measuring and defining workingprocedures. In some countries, particularly inthe United Kingdom, O&M skills have not beenabsorbedinto the systems department. In manyUKorganisations, the systems departmenthastaken on the responsibility for other elementsof management services, and the traditionalO&M practitioner no longer exists. In othercountries, the continuing need for such skills isrecognised, and the O&M role complementsthatof the systems function. This situation isparticularly evident in Germany, where mostcompanies have an ☁Organisation Division☂ runby a boarddirector. This division combines, andgives equivalent status to, the responsibilitiesfor organisation structure, workflow, andinformation technology. Organisations with thistypeof structure are extremely well-positionedto exploit the opportunities provided by EDM.

The concept of EDM isstill novel
Anotherdifficulty of designing EDM systemsisthat the conceptis still novel to the majority ofsystems managers. Furthermore, because thenumberofoperational systemsisstill small, theopportunity for learning from the experiencesof others is limited. Senior business managershave not therefore been able to see EDMsystems working in organisations similar to theirown, and find it difficult to translate thebenefits gained from EDM by other businessesto their ownsituation. Interestingly, once oneor two pioneersin a particular industry sectorhave implemented successful systems and thebenefits become obvious, business managers arequick to realise the potential of EDM tech-nology. This is evident from the ☁clustering☂ ofEDMapplications in certain industry sectors,rather thanin organisations of a certain size, orin application areas chosen by othercriteria thatare often more relevant to traditional dataprocessing systems.

Within systems departments, managementisalso often not aware of the potential of EDM.Typically, systems management takes a narrowview of ☁information☂, and sees paper-basedrecords as being outside its area of re-sponsibility. This situation is similar to that inthe early days of word processing; many systemsmanagers did not consider text processing as
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part of their brief, and word processing systems
were installed by departmental or office
managers. The need to integrate word pro-
cessing with other types of end-user computing
has now been recognised, but problems have
often been encountered in making the office
systems an integral element of the overall
systems strategy. Allowing EDM to develop in
asimilarly fragmented way must be avoidedif
major long-term benefits are to be gained. We
discuss this issue in more detail in Chapter5.

Business managers need to make the case for
installing an EDM system to the senior
managementof their organisations, because of
the high investment required. This, too, is a
difficult task because senior-management
awareness of the potential benefits of EDM is
also limited and because those presenting the
case are not always in the best position to
identify the full range of benefits that will
accrue from an EDM application.
It can be difficult to identify the benefits if a
narrow technical view is taken of EDM. Benefits
come from streamlining the clerical and
administrative procedures supported by EDM,
and from the use of workflow software to
manage the flow of information. If existing
departmental or section boundaries and tasks
are not changed, many of the benefits of EDM
may not be gained. For example, a major bank,
havinginstalled EDM and gained benefits from
it, now realises that its document-handling
procedures can be speeded up even further by
including the post room in the EDM operations.
It currently takes upto half a day for incoming
mail to be sorted by the supervisor, delivered
to the correct department, and scanned prior
to inputting it to the EDM system. By scanning
the mail in the post room, instead of in the
departments, the bank would be able to
eliminate two manual processes.

Converting existing documents
can be a problem
In many cases, EDM systems will not become
really effective until all (or almost all) of the
existing paper documents have been scanned
and stored in the system. Many Foundation
members therefore perceived the difficulty of
converting existing documents as a major
stumbling block to the implementation of EDM.
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It is very important to take into account the
effort, cost, and elapsed time required to
convert existing records to EDM whencompiling
the cost-benefit case and developing the
implementation plan.

Unless the cost case is very finely balanced,
however,the cost and effort required to convert
existing documents should not negate the
overall case for proceeding with an otherwise
beneficial application. Organisations already
using EDM have minimised the conversion
problems, and hencethecost of conversion, in
several ways. Depending on the type of
information being handled, three broad
approachescan be taken ♥ ignore the existing
documents, convert them only when it is
essential, or convert all of them as part the
developmentproject. Each of these approaches
is discussed below.

Ignore the existing documents
Where documents have

a

short life (for example,
credit-card vouchers), organisations have often
decidedto ignore the existing documentsfor the
purposes of the EDM system. Queries that
require access to documents createdprior to the
implementation of the EDM system are handled
via the old, clerical procedures. This meansthat
the full benefits of EDM are not gained
immediately, but conversely, no costs are
incurred in converting the existing documents.

Convert only whenit is essential
Where documents havea longerlife, but where
only limited access is required after the initial
processing (for example, mortgage applications),
some organisations are adopting a policy of
converting documents only when they are
needed for EDM processing. When a client
contacts the company with a query, there will
typically be a period of increased activity during
which several accesses will be made to the
client☂s file. If the file is not already stored in
the EDM system, it is converted at this stage.
Once a predetermined percentage of the files
has been converted by this ad hoc procedure,
the remainderof the files will all be converted
at the sametime.In this way, the organisation
gains the immediate advantages of EDM without
having to undertake a large initial conversion
exercise.
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Convert all existing documents as
part of the development project
In some EDM applications (research environ-ments, for example), users need all theinformation to be available on the EDM systembefore they can derive major benefits from it.In this situation, all of the documents have tobe converted to EDMas part of the developmentproject. The scanning of the documents can takeplace while the full system is being developed,but the indexing task cannot begin until theindex structures have been fully defined. Theelapsed time required to scan and index a largenumber of documents should not be under-estimated, and should be taken account of inthe EDM implementation plans. The dangeristhat the development work will be complete,but the system cannot be implemented becausethe conversion of the existing documents hasnot yet been completed.

There are legal uncertainties
The move from paper records to electronicmedia raises legal questions ♥ what will beregarded as adequate evidence of title andveracity of information in a court of law? Is itlegal to scan research publications and holdthem electronically? The legal status ofelectronic documents wasa significant concernof those Foundation members who replied to thequestionnaire, and of those participating in thefocus group. Becauseof this, we sought expertadvice on these questions. We were advisedthat, in most cases, legal concerns should nothold EDM applications back, provided thatsystemsare run and maintained in a secure andcontrolled manner, and that the legal issuesapplyingin each caseare identified and plannedfor. Organisations need to be aware of threeparticular areas in whichlegal issues mayarisewith the use of EDM ♥ best-evidence rules,copyright, and data protection.

Best-evidence rules
One area of concern is whether an electroniccopy of a documentcan be used as evidence ina court of law. The problem arises because mostcountries have not updatedtheir statutes andcommon law to take account of moderncomputer-based methods. In many cases,photocopying and microformtechniques are not
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included either. The accepted rule is usuallythat litigants must provide the best evidenceavailable. Today, a photocopyof the originalisoften the best evidence that can be produced.In mostcases, this is accepted as valid evidence,subject to explanation as to why the original isnot available. The status of electronic imagesas best evidence is expected to be almostidentical.
Thelitigant may be required to prove that thedocument providedis an accurate reproductionof the original. This means, in practice, thatEDM system designers must be able todemonstrate how the information is protectedwithin the system (that is, who can accessit andhow access is controlled), and what securityexists to ensure that it has not been tamperedwith since it was originally loaded into thesystem. While EDM systems use WORMtechnology,this will be comparatively simple todo, because the original image cannot beamended.Theintroduction of rewritable opticalstorage will mean that additional checks haveto be added to ensure that the image currentlystored is an accurate copy of the original.
Weunderstandthat it is rare for the outcomeof an entire case to be determined by theveracity of an individual document;it is morecommon for such a document to be used ascorroborative evidence. If a document. ischallenged, counter-evidence, equally wellsubstantiated, must be provided. One area inwhich problems may arise relates tohandwriting, where forgery of a signature issuspected. A handwriting expert needs theoriginal document to make a proper comparison.However, this type of case is very rare.
Although there are very few precedents, webelieve that an EDM documentfrom a well-documented and well-managed system isunlikely, under most circumstances, to bechallenged in the courts. Organisations mustconsider the likely risks when designingsystems, and ensure that their implementationshavetheability to satisfy legal requirements.If there is any doubt, they should seekprofessionallegal advice.
Copyright
Once information is available electronically, itcan be moved between companies and between
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countries automatically. Where the information
stored in an EDM system has been scanned from
published documents,the informationis subject
to copyright protection. The storage and
movement of information therefore has copy-
right implications, and users must ensure that
EDM systemsdonotinfringe the copyright laws
of the country or countries in which their
systems operate.
Copyright attaches to most written material
generated by, or received by, an organisation,
and a licence is required to copy it. In many
cases ♥ for example, ordinary correspondence
♥a licence to copyis implicit in the nature of
the material. In other cases, an explicit licence
may be required. This appliesto all published
material. The need for a licence may also
depend on the use being madeof the material.
For example, in most countries, a licenceis not
usually required to use published material for
research purposes.
Each copyright agreement usually applies only
to staff within a particular organisation. In
addition, copyrightis territorial, each country
enforcing only its own copyright laws. If a
licence is obtainedin relation to use of copyright
in one country,it will not permit use in another
country unless the licence has been extended
to the latter. Such extension usually requires the
payment of a royalty. Care must therefore be
exercised when transferring information
electronically across national boundaries, even
within a single organisation. For example, a
company with an EDM-based research library
containing technical publications may be able
to provide electronic access to its own research
staff in one country as part of the original
copyright agreement. However, a separate
licence agreement will be needed to provide
access from the same company☂s terminals in
other countries.
Information publishers are aware of this
problem and accept that licences will have to
be renegotiated to take account of the wider
availability of information, as large, inter-
nationally networked EDM systems are
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introduced. Newpricing structures will emerge
in responseto these changes. To ensure that an
EDM system used to store published material
does not infringe copyright rules, access to it
must be controlled, and special arrangements
made with the publisher of the material, if
necessary.
Data protection
Most countries have, or will soon have, some
form of data-protectionlegislation covering data
on individuals,or ☁personal☂ data. The objective
of these lawsis to protect individuals against
damage that may be caused either through
unauthorised disclosure of information about
them or through incorrect information about
them being held permanently and used.
Introducing EDM potentially increases the
numberof occasions when personal information
will be held and retrieved electronically.
Experience in Germany and Austria, which
were among the first European countries to
legislate for data protection, showsthat,in this
context, no distinction is drawn between
magnetic and optical storage. User organisations
are now experienced in complying with data
protection laws in most countries, and no new
problems are presented by EDM.
Developing countriesare increasingly conscious
of the value of data in general, and of data on
their national resources in particular.
Organisations operating in these regions,
especially in Africa and South America, need
to keep all their systems (not just EDM) under
review to ensure that local legislation is not
infringed.
In this chapter, we have shown that the
technical and otherlimitations of EDM can be
overcome by designing systems in an
appropriate way. There is no doubt that EDM
technology has now reachedthe stage whereit
can be used to advantage by a wide range of
organisations. How, then, should the
implementation and operation of EDM be
managed? We address these questions in the
next, and final chapter of the report.



Chapter 5
Electronic document management must bemanaged

EDMtechnology has great power and potential,but organisations will gain the full benefits oftheir EDM investments only if they apply thetechnology correctly and provide adequate,appropriate support. In this chapter, wedescribe how to set about managing EDM, so
that the applications matchusers☂ expectationsand significant benefits are achieved for theorganisation as a whole. The five factors thatare critical for the successful management ofEDMarelisted in Figure 5.1, and described inthe rest of this chapter.

Defining applications
Organisations will achieve maximum benefitsfrom EDM only where the information needsand the activities to be handled have beenaccurately identified and the scope of theapplication has been clearly defined. EDM,however, is not always the best solution to aparticular document-handling problem, anditis important to review the potential applicationsto see if other solutions may be moreappropriate. Once an application has beenidentified, the existing working procedures mustbe reviewed, and probably amended, if thetechnology is to be fully exploited. EDMapplications often span the existing depart-mental boundaries, which may well have beencreated to facilitate the flow of paper-basedinformation.
Selecting suitable applications
In Chapter 2, we showed that EDM providesmost benefit whenit is used to handle certaintypes of information. In introducing EDM,managers must ensure the applications underconsideration meetthecriteria that we definedthere ♥ thatis, that the information should be
live, as opposed to archival, that it should be
unstructured, and therefore not suitable for
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Five factors are critical for the successfulmanagement of EDM
Figure 5.1

Major activity in
managing EDM
Defining applications

Factorscritical for success
Rigorously applying selection criteria

Choosing the
supplier

  
   

Sy: 2 ahs
Providing the right mi:
Using external support where needed

 

Making appropriate
staff available   

conventional data processing, that it should beof high value in terms of operating efficiencyor decision-making, andthataccessto it will befrequent andcritical.
Applications will usually meet these criteriawhere the following situations exist:
♥ There are large volumes of paper infrequently used filing systems.
♥ There are bottlenecksin the flow of paper,causing delay or difficulty in providing aservice.
♥ A high proportion of staff time is spentfinding or handling paper documents.
♥ Staff have difficulty finding the rightdocuments.
♥ Effort is duplicated because one departmentis not awareofwhat other departments havedone.
♥ Decisions are made on the basis ofincomplete information.
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♥ A lack offiling space leads to disorganised,
cramped, and hard-to-managefiles.

If more than one or two of these situations
applies, a suitable EDM application may exist.
To confirm that EDM (rather than other
solutions) is appropriate, the criteria should be
applied, in the ways shown in Figure 5.2.
However,a situation that at first sight appears
to be a candidate for EDM may be better
addressed by other methodsif the organisation
is prepared to modify its working methods and
the way in whichit deals with its customers.

The experienceof a large electrical wholesaler
provides a good example of a situation where
EDM wasnot the best solution. Analysis of its
 

Figure 5.2 EDM may notalway be the answerto too
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sales showed that over 40 per cent of the
company☂s business was with a small number
of major retailers, while the rest was with a
larger numberof comparatively small retailers.
Originally, orders were received on theretailers☂
order forms. The information was therefore
unstructured, and the application might be
considered as a candidate for EDM. However,
the wholesaler reached an agreement with the
majorretailers to introduce electronic document
interchange facilities, and persuaded the
majority of the smaller retailers to use a
standard order form. This madeit possible to
process the orders from the smallerretailers by
OCR techniques and improved the speed with
which their orders were met. What initially
looked like an EDM application was better
addressed by other processing methods.

Reviewing working methods
If the full potential of EDM technology is to be
realised, system designers must seek to
understand what results the organisation is
trying to achieve, rather than whattasksit is
seeking to automate. To do this, they need to
carry out a thorough assessmentof the organi-
sation☂s document-processing requirements, and
to review the established working methods and
proceduresso they can establish whether the
case for investing in a potential EDM application
can be made.
The organisational boundaries that are appro-
priate for a mixtureof clerical procedures and
data processing systems may not be appropriate
when EDMis introduced. A good exampleis the
bank we referred to in Chapter 4, which is
considering moving its EDM scanning function
into the post room. By capturing document
images at the earliest possible moment,
additionalbenefits will accrue,in terms of speed
of handling, improved control, and reduced
support-staff effort. To realise such oppor-
tunities, EDM system designers mustbe free to
consider new organisational possibilities when
they examine information needs and the
activities undertaken.
Some form of work measurement is a vital
componentof the review of working methods,
and is essential in identifying the potential
benefits of EDM. Designers must therefore
measure the mix and volumesof information
processed, and the peaks and troughs of the
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workflow. This implies using conventional O&Mtechniques, and applying them in the context
of what EDM can do. Whenconsidering trans-
action applications, it is important to look forbottlenecks in the flow, for labour-intensive
activities, and for items that are accessedparticularly frequently. The EDM workflow
procedures can then be designed to take accountof these factors.It is also important to identifythe ways in which documents are usuallyreferenced, so that the indexes andthelinks todata processing systemsare effective. The staffwhowill eventually use the EDM system shouldbe involved in this process to ensure that theproposed new workflow is realistic, and thatthey will readily accept the new system.
For reference applications, slightly differentmeasurements are needed. Here, the importantfacts relate to the pattern of reference todocuments, and the time spent by professionalstaff and managersin searching for documents.Documentflows may also be very important insituations where a reference system is used tosupport processes such as report production andpublication. This applies, for example, inpharmaceutical research, where documentationaccumulates for manyyears before a selectionof it is used to support a regulatory submission.

Designing with EDM in mind
The critical design activities for ensuringsuccessful EDM applications are to define theright document-management and workflowprocedures, and to take account of the natureof EDM andits technicallimitations. These twoactivities are, in fact, closely related as newworking procedures need to be based- ontechnical considerations.
Defining the document-management
and workflow procedures
The information gathered in the review of theexisting working methodswill be a vital inputto the design of the EDM workflow procedures.However, becauseit is not always possible topredict the precise impact of new technology
and working methods,it can be helpful to model
the new working methods. There are severalwaysin which this can be done. They vary in
the cost and effort involved, and in the results
that can be expected, but they all involve the
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eventual users of the EDM system. The mainoptions and their respective advantages anddisadvantages are summarised in Figure 5.3.
Essentially, they are:
♥ Prepare a paper-based model of the newworking procedures and have groups ofusers test it in one or more workshops.
♥ Prepare a prototype EDM design, withscreen layouts and test data, and have userstry it and give their feedback.
♥ Runan EDMpilotapplicationin part of theuser community, and evaluate the results sothat the working procedurescan be refinedif necessary.
Manyorganisations choose the most expensiveoption ♥ running an EDM pilot application.Although pilots are a good wayto learn aboutthe technology, they also have some drawbacks.First, if users like the system, they will wantto keep it, even if different EDM technology issubsequently chosen for more widespreadimplementation. Second,pilots are seldom doneon a large enough scale to be self-financing;thereis therefore a risk that they will have anadverse influence on the cost-benefit case forEDM.Finally, pilots are often implementedwithout first reviewing the existing workingmethods. This means that they do not achievetheir primary purpose of validating the new
 

Figure 5.3 There are three main optionsformodelling EDM workflow procedures

Option Advantages Disadvantages
Paper-based Relatively low-cost Not a truemodelling Users can be representation ofinvolved before any ♥What EDMislike

investment in EDM
is made   

  

Conducting a lf done well, thepilot application The most expensive
most thoroughtest option
A good way of
acquiring skills If successful, users

will want to keepit
Small-scale, and
therefore unlikely to
be self-financing
Often results in less-
than-optimal
workflow design 
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working methods. Our advice to Foundation
members considering pilot EDM applicationsis
to treat them with caution, and to be clear about
precisely what they hope to obtain from them.
Taking account of the nature of EDM
The main factors determining whether or not
an EDMsystemis successful are different from
those associated with conventional data pro-
cessing systems. For an EDM system, the
important factors concern the flow andinter-
action of information, while in a data processing
system,it is the manipulation of the individual
items of information that has to be analysed.
EDMsystem designers must therefore address
andresolve issues that are very different from
those confronted by data processing system
designers.
In the previous chapter, we discussed the
technical limitations of EDM today and the steps

that can be taken to minimise their impact. In
Figure 5.4 we summarise the types of problem
that careful design can minimise. The examples
shownin thefigureareillustrative rather than
exhaustive; they show howthelimitations of
the technology affect the way the system is
used. Theessential point is that users may need
to reorganise the way they work, not only to
improve operating efficiency, but also to take
accountof thelimitations of today☂s technology.
Consider, for example, the first item listed in
Figure 5.4 ♥ clustering. When users access a
specific reference, will they wishto retrieve all
the items under the reference? If so, what will
the impact on their work be if the items are
spread across several optical discs, therefore
giving poor response times? What can the
designer do to reduce the problem? There are
three potential courses of action:
♥ Space can beleft on onedisc so that all the

associated items are stored together.
 

System function
Clustering (leaving spare space
on discs for later additional
information)

Potential problem

over a period oftime?

Taking archive copies ofthe
updated optical discs

 

Accessing information

Scanningand indexing

  

  
scanning is minimised ani
documents? 

Figure 5.4 Technical problems can be overcomeif they are taken into accountat the design stage
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♥ Workflow software can be used to prefetch
all the items oncetheinitial reference has
been input.

♥ All the required items can be specified by
the usersas part of their working pattern.
The system will then prefetch them, ready
for use.

There is no universally correct solution. EDM
system designers must review the options, gain
an understanding not only of what the users do
but how they work, andselect the option that
is most appropriate for the particular appli-
cation. For example, a mortgage-broking com-
pany reviewed the use madeofits files and
found that more than 90 per cent of queries
were answeredby referencing only thelast twoitems of correspondence. The clustering of
documents was arranged on this basis. Thisresulted in faster retrieval times and better use
of the disc space available.
Determining the level of indexing detail is
another area in which requirements must becarefully reviewed. Indexes maybe as simple
or as complex as required. This issue can be
particularly important where an existing manual
document-handling system uses a simple index
in which each entry points to a large number
of documents. In this situation, the users of the
existing system may not be prepared (or able)to put in the effort required to create an index
suitable for EDM purposes. This aspect of EDM
was a major issue in the consultancy assignmentcarried out by Butler Cox for a media company
(which was described in Figure 4.4). The
company wasconsidering whether to convert
its existing press-cuttings and product-reference
library to EDM,but wasnotwilling to index theexisting library. This illustrates that the fullbenefits of EDM will not be realised unless there
is a willingness to change existing working
practices.

Choosing the right supplier
Because of the relative immaturity of EDM
technology, organisations wishing to implement
EDM systems today may need to purchase
equipment and software from a new and
relatively unfamiliar supplier whospecialises in
EDM.Mainstream data processing suppliers are
lagging behind specialist EDM companies and
office systems and equipment suppliersin their
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EDM capability. In choosing an appropriate
supplier, or combination of suppliers, organi-
sations should apply a consistentset of selectioncriteria, and ensure that they have a good
understandingof the supply side of the market.

Applying selection criteria
Thecriteria that Foundation members should
apply in choosing an EDM supplier will vary
depending on the nature and scale of the
applications and the information technology
environment that is already installed. Anessentialfirst step must therefore always be to
define the functional and technical require-
ments for the EDM application. This will be
based on the review of working methods
described earlier in this chapter, which should
be carried out before selection of a supplier
begins. Where a corporate-wide choice of
supplier is being made,it is important to identify
all the main potential uses for EDM in the
organisation, and to highlight their essential
features in terms of size, scope, application
types, and the likely requirements for
integrating EDM with other systems. Theselection criteria will fall naturally out of these
analyses, but the following are the mostcommon:
♥ Ability of the supplier☂s offerings to match

both the corporate or strategic plans for
EDM, and the specific applications
requirements.

♥ Ability of the products on offer to coexist
andintegrate with the existing and plannedinformation technology infrastructure.

♥ Compliance with current and plannedtechnology policies in areas such as work-
stations, standards, networking, and userinterface (for example, some productsrequire separate workstations to be used fordatabase lookup and image processing).

♥ Usability of the workflow language.
♥ EDM skills available within the supplier ♥

especially the understanding of EDM
applications needs, and systemsintegration
ability.

♥ The supplier☂s stability and product-
enhancementplans.
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Sometimes, it may be better to select a com-
bination of suppliers, particularly when
requirements are complex or unusual, and when
technical skills are scarce in-house. In such
cases, it may be better to select a software
supplier or systems integrator, as well as a
hardware supplier. The successful EDM
application that was described in Figure 2.3 was
designed and implemented by a consultant, a
systems integration company, the supplier of
the retrieval software, and the hardware
supplier.

Understanding the supply market
EDMsystems are based on a new combination
of technologies, and suppliers come from varied
backgrounds,as Figure 5.5 illustrates. Each type
of supplier therefore has a different under-
standing of EDM requirements and market
demands, coloured byhis original perspective.
This makes it difficult for potential user
organisations to understand whatis on offer,
because each type of supplier positions his
products according to his background. The
result is that potential EDM users are confused
by the often contradictory information they
receive from different types of supplier.

Furthermore, the products on offer vary
considerably. They include:
 

     

      
 

Figure 5.5 EDM suppliers comefrom different
backgrounds and therefore have
different perspectives

Background Supplier Sample products
Specialist document _FileNet FileNet
image processing Xionics DIP-X

Plexus XDP
Office equipment | Philips "|Megado 2

7 | Olivetti (FileNet) FileNet
Office systems Wang WIIS (Wang

Integrated Image
System)

Data processing = IBM - ImagePlus ♥
ke | Digital VAXimage

= oon DWiicys _ OFIS
ick IMS ♥ay Bull (SM DOC

Microform Kodak KIMS, OD 1000
Communications | Racal RECS7
Text retrieval and Information BASIS
management Dimensions

BRS Archea
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♥ Single-user, personal-computer-based
document image processing systems (such as
Xionics☂ DIP-X, and Kodak☂s OD 1000.

♥ Multi-user, minicomputer-based systems
incorporating workflow software (such as
Olivetti☂s, whose system is based on
FileNet☂s hardware, and Racal☂s REOS).

♥ Fully integrated document image processing
systems (such as Wang☂s WIIS).

♥ Document image processing systems with
the ability to include computer-aided
retrieval of microfilm (such as Kodak☂s
KIMS).

♥ Powerful text-retrieval packages with
image-handling capability (such as BRS☂s
Archea and Information Dimensions☂
BASIS).

♥ Systems based on suppliers☂ ☁strategic☂ com-
pound-documentarchitectures, which pro-
vide the ability to mix images and other
typesof information in the same document.
(DEC and Unisys both provide this type of
product.)

♥ Large mainframe-based systems with the
ability to include imagesas part of the main
database (such as ImagePlus from IBM).

In general, the suppliers who haveso far shown
the best understanding of the market for EDM
and its application needs, and who have the
best-developed products for most types of
application, are the well established specialist
document image processing suppliers. A prime
example is FileNet, which has improved its
market position by forming alliances with
Olivetti and IBM, and now claimsto have over
140 systemsinstalled worldwide.
Other well-established suppliers are Philips and
Wang. Philips claims market leadership in
Western Europe, with over 7,000 terminals now
linked to Megadoc installations. Wang has
developed a clear lead in systemsintegration,
and WIISis very well-integrated with the PACE
fourth-generation language and development
environment that is at the core of Wang☂s
current product range. As a result, Wang can
offer fully integrated managementof text, data,
image, and voice. Wangclaims that more than
200 WIIS systemshave beeninstalled worldwide
and states that it has won a $27 million contract
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in Franceto install the largest EDM system in
the world.
The EDM products available from mainstream
data processing suppliers are not so well
developed, however. As a result, they have
opted for alliances with specialist EDM
companies ♥ such as IBM with FileNet. They
have also announced proprietary compound-
document architectures that include image
capability, thereby indicating that they intend
to add image-processing capabilities to their
products over time. Once the mainstream data
processing suppliers begin to offer fully
integrated products with EDM capabilities,
many organisations will undoubtedly opt to
purchase EDM productsfrom their existing data
processing suppliers. However,it could be some
time before data processing suppliers offer this
type of capability. Meanwhile, Foundation
membersshould consideralternative suppliers,
althoughthere are obviousrisks in basing long-
term plans on small suppliers, who maynotall
survive once the large established computer
suppliers start to deliver the right products.
Oneof the mostinteresting developments hasbeen in the area of reference applications,whereestablished suppliers of full-text-retrievalsoftware have begun to recognise the oppor-tunities provided by EDM. A good example isInformation Dimensions, which plans to developits established BASIS package so that itspowerful indexing and searching facilities canbe applied to all types of information, not justtext. It is therefore building links betweenBASIS and image-processing, office, and elec-tronic-publishing systems. These links conformwith a range of interface standards, and willeventually allow BASIS to form the foundation
for a powerful EDM environment.

Coordinating the use of EDM
Throughout this report, we have emphasisedthat the key to success with EDMis theabilityto integrate EDM systems with other types ofsystem. Unless EDM formspart of the overall
systems strategy, its full potential will not be
realised. Our research indicates, however, that
at present, most companies are not taking a
strategic approach to the implementation of
EDM.Instead,thereis a tendency to implement
one-off EDM applications, often initiated
outside the systems department. We have also
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pointed out that large-scale investment is
required for EDM,and this again indicates the
needfor business and systems managementto
work in partnership.
Integrating systems
There is a dangerthat, as in the early days of
wordprocessing, personal computers, and other
office systems, EDM may be implemented by
userslargely outside the control of the systemsdepartment. Many of the successful EDM
applications that we identified in the course of
our research were introduced by the user
community, with little assistance from the
systems department. Although standalone
applications may be implemented successfully
in this way, systems managers must exert some
influence if EDM usersareto avoid falling into
the trap that manyorganisations fell into several
years agoin thefield of office systems.
Manyuser-led office systems implementationswere very successful in providing automatedsupport for individual workgroups or depart-ments. However, the overall result for manyorganisations was a proliferation of differentapproaches, whichled to the fragmentation ofinformation across organisations, incompatiblesystems, excessive support costs for office sys-tems, and missed opportunities for exchanginginformation. Many of these organisations arestill having to address the problems stemmingfrom early, uncoordinated, office systemsinitiatives, and have only recently begun to takea corporate view of office systems.
Unless systems managers take the lead inplanning and coordinating EDM, a similarsituation may well arise. Information will beduplicated, systems will be designed to meetlocal needs, they will lack flexibility, and theymay well be incapable of being amended toreflect organisational changes. Thefull returnson EDM investments will therefore not beachieved unless the introduction of EDMsystemsis properly coordinated by the systemsdepartment. This does not mean, however,thatEDM should be planned centrally, in isolationfrom the user community.
Forming a partnership between businessand systems managers
To date, business managers have often taken thelead in introducing EDM (all the successful
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applications described in Chapter 2 were user-
led). Users havea vital contribution to make to
the success of EDM implementations, and the
systems department must build on users☂
experiencesif the full potential of EDM is to be
realised. The systems department must
therefore form a partnership with user
departments, with each contributing its own
particular skills and experience.
Systemsspecialists have knowledge of project
management, and an awareness of the oppor-
tunities for exploiting links between EDM and
existing systems. The systems department
should also aim to provide the specialist skills
needed to design and implement EDM,to set
technical policies, and to coordinate EDM
projects and applications.
The team responsible for developing an EDM
application will also require significant con-
tributions from users, who will have a clear view
of their workflows,their information needs, the
scope of the individual tasks, and the priorities
that must be given to the individual aspects of
a task.

Making appropriate staff available
Earlier in this report, we identified that several
different types of skills are required to
implement EDM systemssuccessfully. Because
EDMis new andrelatively unfamiliar, many of
the skills are not currently available in user
organisations, and are also in short supply in
supplier companies. The successful staffing of
EDMprojects therefore depends on providing
the right mix of skills, and considering the
possibility of supplementing in-house resources
with external support.

Providing the right mix of skills
Designing and implementing an EDM system
requires both technical skills andskills in the
design of working practices and procedures.
(The full range of skills required is listed in
Figure 5.6.) It is unlikely that the systems
departmentwill haveall of these skills available
from its own resources.
The precise combination of skills needed will
vary as an EDMproject progresses. In the early
stages, the main requirements are for good busi-
ness-analysis skills, combined with knowledge
of the capabilities of EDM. The next stage is
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usually a thorough feasibility study, for which
greater technical knowledge is needed. At this
stage, O&Mskills are also important to ensure
that the review of existing working procedures
is carried out properly. The same team members
used at this stage should then carry out the
system design work, although additional
resources may be neededto carry out detailed
design work on the new system and working
procedures. For reference systems, an ex-
perienced information-management specialist
will be neededto design the indexing structure,
reference paths, and document-handling pro-
cedures that will be built into the system.
Throughoutthe design stage, the team must be
prepared to involve users in deciding how the
new system will work. (We discussed some ways
of doing this earlier in this chapter.) The team
must therefore have good communications
skills, and users should be membersof the team
on a full- or part-time basis. At the systems
construction stage, there will be a need for
skilled systems integrators to develop the
necessary links with existing systems.

Prior to the implementation of the system, there
will be a need to prepareusers for the changes
in working practices that will come about
because of EDM.It will therefore be necessary
to use people whohaveskills in designing and
implementing organisational changes, and in
designing and delivering training programmes.

Using external support where needed
Because of the need for a mix of skills, some of
which are not readily available, it may be

 
Figure 5.6 Designing and implementing an EDM

application requires a wide range of
skills

♥ Business analysis, combined with knowledge of
EDM.

♥ Technical EDM skills.
♥ O&M skills.
♥ Understanding of the existing systems with which

EDM needs to connect.
♥ Information management.
♥ User communications.
♥ Systems development.
♥ Systemsintegration.
♥ Training and organisational development.  
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Butler Cox
Butler Cox is an independent management consul-
tancy and research organisation, specialising inthe
application of information technology within com-
merce, government, and industry. The company
offers a wide range of services both to suppliers and
users of this technology. The Butler Cox Foundation
js a service operated by Butler Cox on behalf of sub-
scribing members.

Objectives of the Foundation
The Butler Cox Foundationsets out to study on behalf
of subscribing members the opportunities and possible
threats arising from developments in the field of
information systems.
The Foundation not only provides access to an
extensive and coherent programme of continuous
research, it also provides an opportunity for
widespread exchange of experience and views
between its members.
Membership of the Foundation
The majority of organisations participating in the
Butler Cox Foundationare large organisations seeking
to exploit to the full the most recent developmentsin
information systems technology. An important
minority of the membership is formed by suppliers
of the technology. The membershipis international,
with participants from Australia, Belgium, France,
Germany,Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzer-
land, the United Kingdom, and elsewhere.
The Foundation research programme
The research programmeis plannedjointly by Butler
Cox and by the memberorganisations. Half of the
research topics are selected by Butler Cox and halfby
preferences expressed by the membership. Each year
ashortlist of topicsis circulated for consideration by
the members. Memberorganisations rankthe topics
according to their own requirements andas a result
of this process, members☂ preferencesare determined.

Before each research projectstarts thereis a further
opportunity for membersto influence the direction of
the research. A detailed description of the project
definingits scope andtheissues tobe addressed is sent
to all members for comment.
The report series
The Foundation publishessix reports each year. The
reports are intendedto be read primarilyby senior and.
middle managers who are concerned with the
planningof information systems. They are, however,
written ina style that makes them suitable to be read
both by line managers and functional managers. The
reports concentrate on defining key management
issues andonofferingadvice and guidance on how and
when to address those issues.
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Selected reports
8 Project Management

20 The Interface Between People and Equipment
24 Investment in Systems
25 System Development Methods
27 Developments in Videotex
28 User Experience with Data Networks
29 Implementing Office Systems
30 End-User Computing
31 A Director☂s Guide to Information Technology
32 Data Management
33 Managing Operational Computer Services
34 Strategic Systems Planning
35 Multifunction Equipment
36 Cost-effective Systems Development and Maintenance
37 Expert Systems
38 Selecting Local NetworkFacilities
39 Trendsin Information Technology
40 Presenting Information to Managers
41 Managing the Human Aspects of Change
42 Value Added NetworkServices
43 Managing the Microcomputerin Business
44 Office Systems: Applications and Organisational Impact
45 Building Quality Systems
46 Network Architectures for Interconnecting Systems
47 The Effective Use of System Building Tools
48 Measuring the Performanceofthe Information Systems

Function
49 Developing and Implementing a Systems Strategy
50 Unlocking the Corporate Data Resource
51 Threats to Computer Systems
52 Organising the Systems Department
53 Using Information Technology to Improve Decision

Making
54 Integrated Networks
55 Planning the Corporate Data Centre
56 The Impact of Information Technology on Corporate

Organisation Structure
57 Using System Development Methods
58 Senior Management IT Education
59 Electronic Data Interchange
60 Expert Systems in Business
61 Competitive-Edge Applications: Myths and Reality
62 Communications Infrastructure for Buildings
63 The Future of the Personal Workstation
64 Managing the Evolution of Corporate Databases
65 Network Management
66 Marketing the Systems Department
67 Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE)
68 Mobile Communications
69 Software Strategy
Forthcoming reports
Staffing the Systems Department
Managing Multivendor Systems
New Information Technologies
The Future of System Building Tools
Availability of reports
Members of the Butler Cox Foundation receive three
copies of each report upon publication; additional
copies and copiesof earlier reports may be purchased
by members from Butler Cox.
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